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PART I - THEORY AND RESULTS
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SUMMARY
'Phis report describes the theoretical development and the comparison of
results with data of a thick wing and pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle analysis.
The analysis utilizes potential flow theory to compute the surface velocities
and pressures, section lift and center of pressure, and the total configuration
lift, moment, and vortex drag. The skin friction drag is also estimated in
the analysis.
The perturbation velocities induced by the wing and pylon, fuselage and
fanpod, and nacelle are represented by source and vortex lattices, quadri-
lateral vortices, and source frustums, respectively. The strengths of these
singularities are solved for simultaneously including all interference effects.
The wing and pylon planforms, twists, cambers, and thickness distributions,
and the fuselage and fanpod geor=tries can be arbitrary in shape, provided
the surface gradients are smooth. The flow through nacelle is assumed to be
axisymmetric. An axisymmetric center engine hub can also be included. The
pylon and nacelle can be attached to the wing, fuselage, or fanpod.
The wing can have both leading and trailing edge plain flaps of either
the full or partial span type. Subcritical compressibility is accounted for
by means of the second order correction developed by Labrujere.
.p
INTRODUCTION
In order to improve the cruise efficiency of V/STOL aircraft with fan-
pods, pylons, and nacelles it is necessary to locally shape the configuration 	 1
to minimize component induced adverse pressure gradients which cause premature 	 s
shock induced separation. The wing-fanpod juncture must be contoured to
minimize fanpod on wing interference. Also, the nacelle and pylon must be
located such as to minimize pylon and nacelle interference on the wing and
	 }
fanpod. If the surface velocities and pressure coefficients can be computed,
with all interference effects included, then the optimum location and shape
of the pylon, fanpod, and nacelle can be determined.
In this analysiz the surface velocities and pressure coefficients are
computed for a thick wing and pylon-fuselage-fanpod-nacelle combination. The
wing and pylon induced flow fields are represented by source and vortex
lattices. The source lattice induces flow due to airfoil thickness and the
vortex lattice induces flow due to lift. The flow induced by the wing and
pylon thickness can be computed directly since the source lattices are placed
on the chordal planes, which allows the source strengths to be defined by the
local slopes of the distribution of wing and pylon thickness. The wing and
pylon vortex strengths, however, must be determined simultaneously along
with the quadrilateral vortex strengths for the fanpod and fuselage and the
source frustum strengths for the nacelle.
In order to determine the wing, pylon, fuselage, and fanpod vortex
strengths and the nacelle source frustum strengths a system of aerodynamic
influence equations is developed and solved. The equations are developed by
computing the amount of velocity induced by each of the vortices and source
frustums, of unit strength, normal to the surface of each component at a
series of control points. T_ais set of influence equations is reduced in size
by constraining the strengths of the vortices in the chordwise direction by a
vorticity series. The equations are then solved by partitioning the matrix
into two sets of equations: 1) that due to the vortex strengths, which is
overdetermined, and therefore solved by a least squares technique and 2) that
due to the source frustums. Both inversions in the solution of these two
sets of simultaneous equations are done by Householder's procedure. The
program has options which allow the smaller interference influence matrices
to be neglected in the solution, in order to save computer time. If these
influence matrices are to be neglected they are neither computed nor manipu-
lated in the solution of the influence equations.
In this analysis advantage is taken of the similarities between the
source and vortex induced flow fields. The influence equations for the source
and vortex lattices have been formulated in terms of the same expressions.
This permits the velocity induced by the source lattice and that induced by
the vortex lattice to be computed and summed simultaneously, saving approxi-
mately 50 percent of the computing time that would otherwise be required to
calculate the wing and pylon influence matrices. Also, since quadrilateral
vortices are used on the fanpod and fuselage, it was possible to neglect the
contribution of those vortices which are more than a given distance from a
control point. The induced flow from a quadrilateral vortex decreases rapidly
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as the control point is moved away from the vortex. This is due to the
cancelling effect of adjacent parallel sides. The induced flow decreases
proportional to (T ) 2 where d is the perpendicular distance between two
adjacent parallel, sides and T is the distance between the centroid of the
vortex and the control point. A similar effect is obtained in the spanwise
direction on the wing and pylon due to the cancelling effect of adjacent
trailing ortex legs. Because of these effects, limits were put into the
program which define the significant area of influence of a vortex element and
contributions are computed only for those control points which fall within
this area of influence. The limits are given as input data. This concept has
produced a considerable savings of computer time with no significant change
in accuracy.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
A consistant set of units is assumed throughout this report except for
the skin fraction drag equations derived in Appendix K, which assumes the
units specified in that appendix.
_	 A Aerodynamic influence matrix
.	 A In 7emental area
of Angle of attack
b Span
Pylon angle of cant or compressibility factor
C Chord w3
`t
Cd Section drag coefficient
CD
i
Total drag coefficient
C^ Section lift coefficient
CL Total Lift coefficient
CN Section normal force coefficient
Cm Section pitching moment coefficient
C M Total pitching moment coefficientp	 ...
CP Pressure coefficient
Vorticity, ratio of specific heats, or pylon dihedral angle
LAS Fanpod, fuselage, or root section vortex grid length or width
17S F'reestream plus source lattice flow normal to component
i
surface
t:	 a::	 E
E Influence function
F Wing or pylon chordwise vorticity series coefficient
w
h Pylon height
7
^.	 1
iFanpod or fuselage polar angle measured from the X-Z plane
Q	 about the X axis. The positive direction is clockwise when
looking from the fanpod tail end to the nose. 9
_ y
K	 Discrete vortex strength
N.	 Freestream Mach number
N	 Unit vector normal to surface
Ni
	
	
Number of vortices and sources i n chordwise direction on the
wing or pylon
N ,t
	
	Number of terms in the chordwise vorticity series on the
wing or pylon
2YW/bW or Yp/h
P Special spanwise load shape or 
	 = ^^ 9a1/77
Chordwise polar coordinate equal to COs -l^l-x/c) or sweep e3
angle r "
S Influence matrix due tc source lattice
Q' Surface source strength
T Unit vector tangent to surface
u Perturbation velocity in X direction
V Total velocity
V
.41 Freestream velocity
Perturbation velocity in Y direction
W Perturbation velocity in Z di._-ction or width
95 Spanwise source lattice spacing
l'	 7
L^V- Spanwise vortex. lattice spacing
Zc Camber line c:cdinate
Zt Wing or pylon thickness
AR	 Aspect ratio b2/s,
LT	 Flap deflection
E	 Wang twist
Ow	 Local sweepback angle of constant % chordlines 4
Velocity components in equations (129) through (138)
vrvlFyW 	 Total surface perturbation velocity in chordwise direction
including lift and thickness interaction
VTxrtt,  Total surface perturbation velocity in spanwise direction
including lift and thickness interactions
wf-	 Chordwise component of perturbation velocity due to lift
Spanwise component of perturbation velocity due to lift
uw^	 Chordwise component of perturbation velocity due to thickness
[[ter
	Additional thickness perturbation velocity term which does
influence lift
Yav^	 Spanwise component of perturbation velocity due to thickness
virlr	 Additional thickness perturbation velocity term which does
influence lift	 Y-
,a
'f
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Subscript	 Definition
	
B	 Fuselage
	
BB	 Fuselage on fuselage
	
BF	 Fanpod on fuselage
	
BN	 Nacelle on fuselage
	
BP	 Pylon on fuselage
	
BW	 Wing on fuselage
	
C	 Chord or camber
	
F	 Fanpod
	
f	 Flap
	
FB	 Fuselage on fanpod
	
<<	 Fanpod on fanpod
	
I	 Nacelle on fanpod
	
FP	 Pylon on fanpod
	
FW	 Wing on fanpod
	
i	 Source or vortex location in chordwise direction, inboard
lattice panel, or incompressible coordinate.
	
°d	 Freestream direction
	
J	 Control point location
	
NF	 Fanpod on nacelle
	
NN	 Nacelle on nacelle
NP Pylon on nacelle
NW Wing on nacelle
PF Fanpod on pylon
PN Nacelle on pylon
PP Pylon on pylon
-,0
PW Wing on pylon
WF F'anpod on wing
WN Nacelle on wing
WP Pylon on wing
IA4 Wing on wing
K Leading edge flap or span location index
L Spanwise location of source or vortex
L.E. Leading edge
M Longitudinal direction
N Nacell:_i, normal direction, chordwise load shape
D Outboard lattice -panel
P Pylon
T Lateral direction
t Thickness
U X direction perturbation velocity
v Y direction perturbation velocity
V Z direction perturbation velocity
(XF,YF,ZF) Fanpod coordinate system
(XN,YN) Nacelle coordinate system
(XP,YP,Zp) Pylon coordinate system
(XW,YW,ZW) Wing coordinate system
(XB,YB,ZB) Fuselage coordinate system
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THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
.	 CONFIGURATION REPRESENTATION
The theory discussed in this report is capable of predicting surface
velocities and static pressure coefficients, section loads, and total loads
and moments for a configuration cf the type shown in figure 1.
(x F,
YB
(xso
z
Y
^~ K
(0'0,0)
Figure 1. Thick tiding and Pylon-Fuselage-
Panpod-Nacelle Configuration
In general, the fanpod and fuselage can be arbitrary in shape. The
fanpod can be placed anywhere on the wind; except at the wing tip. The fanpod
and fuselage do not have to have straight juncture lines where the wing and
pylon are attached. This allows the fanpod and fuselage to be shaped in any
desired manner, in the juncture region, to produce a favorable induced
effect on the wing and pylon. In order to do this the wing and pylon have
been divided into two sections; the basic wing or pylon panel and the root
section. The basic wing or pylon panel is assumed to be near planar.
13
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The room section is a transition region from the basic panel to the juncture
line where the wing or pylon is attached.
The wing and pylon can be arbitrary in planfoin shape and can have any
desired twist, camber, and thickness distribution. The wing can have either
full or partial span leading or trailing edge flaps.
The nacelle is assumed to be axisymmetric and is attached to the pylon.
A center engine hub can also be included with the nacelle. Also, differeriL
mass flow ratios can be simulated by blocking different amounts of flow
going through the nacelle.
The perturbation velocity induced by the fanpod and fuselage is produced
by a grid of quadrilateral vortices on the external surface of the fanpod
and fuselage. A quadrilateral vortex is a line vortex of constant strength
ber:t into the shape of a quadrilateral. As shown in figure 2 vortex lines
are placed both collinear with and perrandicular to meridian lines. The
strengths of these lines are assumed to be constant around each of the quadri-
laterals formed by the intersection of longitudinal and lateral grid lines.
The strength of any one vortex_ segment is equal to the sum of the strengths
of the two adjacent quadrilateral vortices. The direction of the circulation
due to a vortex segment is defined by the right hand rule when applied about
the segment. The positive direction is assumed to be clockwise around the
perimeter of the quadrilateral when looking at its external surface.
Figure 2. Fanpod Quadrilateral Vortex Grid
I-
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Figure 3- Fuselage Quadrilateral Vortex Grid
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The flow induced by the basic panels of the wing and pylon is produced.
by source and vortex lattices placed on the wing and pylon chordal planes.
As shoirn in figures 3 and 4 the bound vortex and source lines are skewed
and collinear with each other. The trailing vortex lines are is the free--
stre=- direction. The bozLnd vortex and source Lines are spaced at equal
increments of c5w or (:Dn , where (9 N	 z cX - x ,  )fc,, ]	 and
cos ^! - z cam- x^.... /cp
 1 , This type of spacing places more sir4-,ularities
near the leading edge Where the source and vortex strengths vary most rapidly.
The trailing; vortex lines are evenly spaced.
YF
.r
rl
l I^.
	
1 XF ' YF ' z  / i	 XF0	 Q	 D ^
Figure ^!. Wing Source-Vortex Lattice
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The flow induced by the wing and pylon root sections is produced by
quadrilateral vortices and skewed source lines. As with the basic panel,
the vortex and source lines produce flows which are antisymmetric and sym--
netric about the mean camber surface, respectively. The antisymmetric flow
represents the solution due to lift and the symmetric flow represents that
due to thickness. The quadrilateral vortices in the root section are formed
by the intersection of lines equally spaced between the juncture line and the
basic panel, and lines spaced at equal increments of Av or (S^- in the chord--
wise direction. The skewed source lanes are collinear with the bound vortex
lines as in the basic panel.
Figure 5• Pylon Source--Vortex Lattice
The pylon vortex lattice extends up into the nacelle in order to satisfy
the boundary condition of no cross flow through the nacelle. This is nec-
essary since the nacelle is assumed to be axisymmetric, which makes it
possible to satisfy the nacelle boundary conditions at only one lateral
station. These are satisfied at the lateral station closest to the surface
where the pylon is attached, to ensure the best possible representation of
the nacelle interference within the axisymmetric nacelle assumption.
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Figure 6. Flcw Through nacelle Source Frurtum Representation
The nacelle induced flow is produced by a distribution of source frustums
as shown in figure 6. The frustums are distributed around the inner and
outer surfaces of a flow through nacelle or over the external surface of any
desired axisymmetric shape. A center engine hub or other body used to block
mass flow can also be represented by source frustums along with the nacelle.
INFLUENCE EQUATIONS
Each of the skewed sources, source frustums, quadrilateral vortices, and
skewed vortices induce flow at control points distributed over the surface of
the thick wing and pylon-fuselage--fanpod-nacelle configuration. Their
strengths are solved for simultaneously such that the flow induced by them
plus the freestream, is a minimum normal to the configuration surface at the
control points. In order to obtain the singularity strengths a set of aero-
dynamic influence equations is developed by computing the flow induced normal
to the surface at each control point due to a unit strength of each singularity.
These are then multiplied by their respective unknown coefficients, summed
along with the component of freestream velocity normal to the surface, and
set equal to zero at each control point. This results in a system of equations
where the number of unknowns are eaual to the number of singularities and
the number of equations are equal to the number of control points.
The number of unknowns can be reduced by constraining the singularity
,-'.rengths by a set of finite series. When this is done, the number of unknowns
:,ecomes equal to the number of terms in the series times the number of series
used. In this analysis the skewed vortices on the wing and pylon and the
quadrilateral vortices on the fuselage and the fanpod are constrained in the
chordwise direction. Also, there is the option of constraining the skewed
vortices in the spanwise direction on the wing. When these sin(-,alarity
strengths are constrained the aerodynamic influence equations described above
are linearly transformed such that the unknowns are then the coefficients
of the terms in the finite series. This results in a system of equations
which is overdetermined. The equations are solved using a least squares
technique.
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WING ON WING
The influence of the wing on itself is divided into two parts; the
influence of the vortices and the influence of the sources. The sources are
assumed to lie on a plane and can therefore only produce velocity normal to
that plane at their respective locations. Because of this fact, the-wing
sources cannot affect the strength of each other nor can they affect the
strength of the tying vortices. Their influence can therefore be omitted
from the wing on wing influence equations.
The velocity induced by the wing vortices normal to the wing mean camber
surface is given by;
	
ty2L-^-j = [/4" /9,.^, ^^^ -t'/wyW,.sY^.+ ,c/ {, . ^ w ,.,	 V.0r
Where AI 
,,t,, and IV,,;,,, are defined in the following sketch.
NwF^
M.^ Nw
haw
^ZS L /..,E	 {- M6'i7l+/ C.¢M$E72 L /rslE
IX
x„
The local anglerexw is assumed small and the wing dihedral zero, so
that, N,..,t Y Fa,.. , N,^yw- o and lv—,,
Therefore;
Kw
	
^W
—VO	 (PVd.r^ ^^w,,zw 	i ^ww^w	 V^	 (2)
V.
Since; both	 and Aw"' are small the product	 ^LA,,''x„,^
will be omitted.
Wherefore;
(3)
The elements of	 are computed with equations for the velocity
induced by skewed and quadrilateral vortices, defined in Appendices C and D,
respectively.
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FANFOD ON WING
The fanpod is represented by a grid of quadrilateral vortices on the
fanpod surface. The velocity induced by the fanpod quadrilateral vortices
normal to the wing mean camber surface is given by
I 
=
y"^cw 
a9,,,^^w
	/rJ•,,r^	
.^ 
^- N,, N	
.^ A V,- }	 }V-0
The influence matrices A,,,fr^  ^ .Q,^,^ Yw , and 
R"`°^.. 
are defined as:
^AwFx^ ^ = ^c.rs f+t^ `^^ ph+`xf ^ + ^,sr..^^t^`^^ A,,,F^K 1	 ^ 5 }
I w-x. j _' [	 J
r igwiN rSi^^^Fwr^/^r^
	 I 4-^Cn6^°C^+^	 ^}w6
LL
	 J	 f .1	 LLL	 \^^	 ^'^
Where gw„,N is defined in the following sketch.
The angle
cos#xP w ::L- /
is omitted.
w,w and the matrix RwK^F are assumed small, so that
and the product	
^ )
Therefore:
Vy '`} `g^w `^^w^xs j a, I ” Poe., `1, g^'`,^ ^^ A^,f J
pWF^
F 	 Vm
In addition, since tF-o j ,
	 , and LAwF,,,j are small, the products[IF.(, A-F,, j and 
^`^IXN^^^'']LAWF ]	 are omitted.
^F
Therefore;
^ Y,	 = E A,,% If lc,-
Ne-pi	 -Juz ^
The elements of /q,.,F„F are computed with equations defined in Appendix D.
Fi)SELA ` E ON WING
The influence equation for the fuselage on the wing is analogous to
that for the fanpod on the wing. Therefore;
The elements of A&js-?, are computed with equations defined in
Appendix D.
PYLON ON WING
The influence of the pylon on the :,ring is due to the vortex and source
lattices on the pylons. The velocity induced by these lattices normal to
the wing mean camber surface is given bar;
^
W-, = [ /U4Vj	 -/ A).V 4” -e- "01-0 '9' J^^V4	 AW	 nj	 Y*4	 'ZO.J	 -2.4	 V, 3
(11L)
(9)
T, here the matrices A..^ X , A^pyn, , anri AeRz are
influences and the matricesS 	 S	 s and S;N^z."+
source influences.	 "^'	 rw
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The pylon can be rotated by an angle Y and positioned at any point
OF
, pj Y7P e ) as shown in the following sketch.
The influence mattrices AnoT-
and S,,,.,. are given by;
L	 .f	
^C.as	 AW-P4-
Kw	 Air, , A,.^^
eas ^^^Aw^^'^
	
(13 )
^S"^'Y.v ^ - 
~^S/•^Y ^^ S
w Y^^  ^ ^ L L'°S ,^^5^-r^^
	 ^ls)
Since L&-j , ~^A y^7 , and Ds^,r,,7 are small, the products
L^L Pt^^ and 	 are omitted. Also, since the wing has nodihedral,	 =
	
p
Therefore;
VVLP} = ^`Qn58'^i^WY l	
^ariJ^^^;P }{iG
The elements of ^ Yp , ^^ , s y^ , and	 are computed
with equations defined in Appendices B, C, and D. The port pylon influence
is computed by moving the control point to its image location on the port
side, computing the influence of the starboard pylon at that point, and then
changing the sign of the "Y" component.
NACELLE OIL WING
The flow through nacelle is represented by a system of source frustums
as shown in figure 5. The velocity induced by the nacelle frustums normal
to the wing mean camber surface is given by;
Nix f^ +.^ f 4^ 1 	
`7j
r^	 (Z9)
The influence matrices ,9^,J , A,.W^ ,and Aw ,, , axe defined as;
11411,ki `
 14"J	 (20)
r
ow-'r-I
 
y	 ^^.oCY ^,,,^^Awwy^	 (21)
IAwa-7W
	
- ! cnsCs^ 
	
(22)
Again since L P--3 and LA•^NY,^^ are small, their product is omitted.
Therefore
ky , T^.-[CosC d' wn^) 
'-7=-IL
^w,^y^ j^ I}	 (25)
The elements of 19W' tj -' are comruted with equations derived in Appendix E.
The influence of the port nacelle is computed by moving the control point
to its image location on the port side, computing; the influence of the
starboard nacelle on that point, and then changing the sign of the "Y"
component.
FREESTREAM ON I4T IIG
,oIV., 3oo	 3a
Where
Therefore;
4,wil
Z ^'	 ^ P-eo - J I I
WING ON PYLON
The influence of the wing on the pylon is due to the source and vortex
lattices on the wing. The velocity induced by these lattices normal to the
pylon mean camber surface is given by the following expression.
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^.,.Se :......:.	 ....	 :.::. ,.	 ,. .."	 ., r:.	 ,:,.:.z^^.3	 .:.,. .e v z ,... w;'•x^.	 .-°-,.-,.:	 .'W	 '_--''°	 .^. ...d r	 x	 ..	 .o .,	 ...	 _.	 ....
(28)
Where 
461 
and 
Ilk 
are defined in the following sketch.
c.rcwm ,c..v^ i^vl^.^ o^^^rr ^ ^.+^E
A
NP
'VPxP
if the local angle ?79, is assumed small and the pylon cant zero,
then /tlx ti, p, ,	 = o , and 	 io .
Since FPj ,	 , and P AZ are small, the products Lp&^C^ p]
and r` 	 are omitted.
Then considering the difference in orientation between the wing and
pylon coordinate frames:
[A^Jzp I = - ^ CO-5Y J /^&Wr' 1 4 ^!S'/"'Q 	1	 (30)
 :: _ Cosy J 
Sp``'Y, + I -E ^ S/.,l ^` rte,^' 1	 (31)
Therefore;
= [ -
ti
The elements of the matrices 	 ,
are computed with equations defined in Appendices B,
s^..,l^ 	 andC, and D.
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x^ .,
	
_ ^,:v ^4Y^
	
_, ,..._	
.'v	 ,rte	 '"„^..
	 F, k .F -.'f	
., ... ^1,.., ...
	 ..	
_._	 ..	
n:'_-,.
	 _	 .....	 .....	 •{^.•.	 ..	 ,-	 ..	 .^-..1 	 _
FANPOD ON PYLON
The velocity induced by the fanpod quadrilateral vortices normal to
the pylon mean carer surface is given by:
^A	 x^	 rp	 ^^ J C ^,	 (33)
After taking into account the difference in orientation of the pylon
and fanpod
a
(35)
Ayr	
^` C	 d,^ FrF	 -I
	
$iiJ	
^aFF (36)
s^
Therefore, since j
XF 
^	
" i"FYX
^	 ^	 ^"	 von	 `	 `^^	 [	 1^^
Since both ggp	and	 A X^ 	 are small, their product is omitted.
x
^cosYJ 1. 
F 
	
a
	 F (38)'^
The elements of 	
rF 
and A^e,
,
 are computed with equations defined.
in Appendix D.}
FUSEIAGE ON PYLON
The influence equation for the fuselage on the pylon is analogous to
that for the fanpod on the pylon. 	 Wherefore,
J
,qps r:5-,--jY
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The elements of fpa anda^a are computed with equations defined
in Appendix D.
PYLON ON PYLON
The influence of the pylon on itself is computed in the same manner -
as the influence of the wing on itself except for the influence of the
port pylon on the starboard pylon.
3.
J C.	 (40)
Both the source and vortex lattices of the port pylon contribute to
-
the starboard pylon.	 Only the vortex lattice of the starboard pylon
contributes to the starboard pylon influence equations. j
Since; /i4.-,;wg,, r^ ^a , ^^^i.aand	 gp;Q 	 ^^v^ , and
are small
	
v
fV	 edsa'
	
S„^y	 Ayy i
AV
(41)
where App 	,	 ,	 S PA , and	 are influences of the port
pylon ontorthe starlaard pylon.
The five level subscript notation in equations (42) through (45)
indicates:	 Levels 1 and 2)	 PPp influence of port pylon an starboard pylon;
Levels 3, 4, and 5) xpp coordinate of vortex segment located on port pylon.
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I -:: - t	 I +	 0-05 -q'j	 (42)
f , qP P, = ^ 
dos. 	
!Y	 L	 ? j	 4
and
The elements of y,, , /	 , ^^ , ^^YPp , and	 are
computed with equations defined inppendices B, C, and A. The influence of
the port pylon is obtained by moving the control point to its image location
on the port side and then computing the influence of the starboard pylon
at that point. When this procedure is used, the sign on the "Y" component
of velocity must be changed. This sign change is applied in equations (42)
and (44).
NACELLE ON PYLON
The expression for the velocity induced by the nacelle normal to the
pylon mean camber surface is given by the following expression
Y„
	
 
juZI
	 (46)
Since the nacelle produces an axisyn etric flow field, no contribution
to Av,^ is obtained f: vn the starboard nacelle on the starboard pylon.
However,F both nacelles contribute to ^$,^ and /,v
	
Since /zk, and
^„ ^ are small and since /i = o ;
fl-'Vt4 = C	 I1^^I (47)
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Where
I	 I	 - L ens^^.l
	
Apr I	 [ IS41.jd' ^ 1L	 1
	
(48)
and
-,11 1111- rj
	
(49)
(50)
The elements of 119-,,^are computed from equations derived in Appendix E.
The influence of the nacelle on the port side is determined by moving the
control point to the port side and computing the influence of the starboard
nacelle at that point and then changing the sign on the "Y" component,
FREESTREAM ON PYLON
Where
x^	 J	 xp	 v=
and ^^ x s^
VA
Therefore:
	
v} _
	
J
^ 7 `^ 4 Ems. , —.1 ors..^r
	 (52)
WING ON FANPOD	
1 
The wing inrluences the fanpod quadrilateral vortex strengths with the
flow induced by the wing source and vortex lattices. The component of this
flow normal to the fanpod surface is given by the following expression.
L	 r,^
(53)
r 4	 `a rLN^xF s•`'xf ^^YF 5F'"^YF
Where
L	 x^
t AF`'r:	 =	 AF,^y,, (55)
r
^r.J	 ^ ^~S/rJ^fo(r 
,1 ^A
FWxw^	 '{"	 ^ ^ 5^$dF"i ^ f r^ ^^^ N ^
	
(56
LS-	 I	 _ ^`co530.Fw J^Sr^k1X^^
	 L` 5 ^^0.r~ ^' 14JrFY3^w
r,^Kt=	
JI
	L	
.3 (57)
L SK'a7^F	 SF' vy,., (58)
I +	 (59)
Since ^sw^ , tA^+^x J and ^SF+^ are small.;
-=	 ,	 4	 + [
"4' JLIf---Qj [-ZX-j
L1^ K^^^I ^sr wXy f f ^ r^^^^ f S^ j 4 £ aF^LS^ ^+ 	(60 )
Also, since the product i3Fx^'^^^,,,^ is small;
`—V = ^,Nx^F AF,^X,,^ +	 4
-f- [Do,&
 jLSlw-, j -t^N YF 15F,^w] -f ^^- J^^x 
y^^'•,^ ^ ^ ^^^	
(^7 }
The elements of 117,:f.,1,,,,, 	 and A^rvJan, and of
and SOH, are computed with equations derived in Appendices C, B, and.
The components of the unit vector normal to the fanpod surface are
computed from the coordinates of the vortex grid.
(62)
(63)
and
7'rYFS	 `FMye 
^Y xF
c (64)
where
	
T~'YF^• ^ ^( Yz - YFi ^" Ys ^' YF^. J^Qs^^L•	 (66)
^^`` = t^ ^ ^Fa r ^F ^ ^^f ^ IFS //^ S
r-1 (67)
	
^Tt .	 (68)
(69)
and
Also where;
QSfM' --^x^z - Xr' f XF4 
_XF^J^	 cx^ Yz - }'F f ^'^^ YF^ 'tc
C ^FZ — z^F7 4- -2 Fg — 
 F3 ) j /z	 l 7^ )
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;ant,
6 !*r1
	  ("(F, - ^( ` + XF¢ - XFZ 
`Z '- eC 7 F	 Y F y	 JL	 1	 3	 F	 1 F4- - YFz
¢	 Z (72)
Where the indices refer to the corners of the quadrilateral vortex
as shown in the following sketch.
N
7r
4
-t- Q
r	 x
The t subscript indicates that the unit vectors are for the equivalent
incompressible fanpod obtained from the Gothert compressibility transformation.
FAROD ON FANPOD
The influence of the fanpod on itself is due to the velocity induced
by the fanpod quadrilateral vortices normal to the fanpod surface. This
component of velocity is given by;
Tlie elements of /a^r,^^	 /?jr,,^	 and ^ F are computed from
equations defined in Appendix D.
(73
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F USEL.AGE ON FANPOD
The influence of the fuselage on the fanpod is analogous to the
influence of the fanpod on itself.
Therefore;
^v^md^ 
4 ^ /^F^^ AFS^g f ^^r ^F3ya f• ^yF ^^'¢^a J^ ^-e^
	
(74)
?-There the elements of i9,^aXa , /-5^-gr^ , and LJxs^a are computed with
e quations defined in ADnendix D.
PYLON ON FANPOD
The influence of the pylon on the fantod is due to the pylon source
and vortex lattices. These lattices induce a velocity normal to the fanpod
surface which is given by;
j a N^xF
/Q,,^  _ ^,Ky ^^n
 ^ ^ Ate -
	
V
„	 r	 F	 rF
(75)
;nen the difference in pylon and fanpod coordinate frame orientation
is taker into account
NV" = i	 +L-0
., ^ Cn5 ^\^ I ^Fp^  !^ '^' ^^f^ F 1^ 5 ^,C.oS a'^^ AFr^^T^
+	 rv--SYA-5,-^ I ^
	
IJI	 (76)4 E:57
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TY•e elements of A ^	 Ar	 fl,	 ,	
x 	 and
are computed with equations defined in Appendices B, C, and D. The influence
of the port pylon is computed by moving the control point to its image
location on the port side, computing the influence of the starboard pylon
at that point, and then changing the sign on the "Y" component.
IcIACM;I; ON FANPOD
The velocity induced normal to the fanpod surface by the nacelle source
frustums is given by:
V"l^.a^ = L /+^^^^ /^^jJ^,F f' /^FY^  A^.J1,F ^' ^, ^,^ ^ •^J^ r	 1/.0 (77)
The influence matrices ,Q X^^ , IgvvY,- f a::d AF.^^ are defined as:
^A^iJXK 	 L fff^'Y^ 7'
tA^, r^^ 	 •- C`s.^ ^^- e^,,)
`^^A^.vr^,1	 (79)
Ate,3 	 - ^^ e^sC^-- C^,c,,,^ `A.^,^^^^ (80)
where
©	 tiav	 8
Therefore:
- .	 The influence matrices Arid , and	 J'IV 	 computed with equations
defined in Appendix E. The influence of the port nacelle is computed by
moving the control point to its image location on the port side, computing
the influence of the starboard nacelle at that point, and then changing the
sign of the "X" component.
t.	 FREESTREAM ON FANPOD
	
VV
	
(83)
1Go	 0o	 Y
Therefore;
V.	 IL
VING ON FUSELAGE
The influences of the different components on the fuselage are computed
in a manner analogous to that for the fanpod. Therefore;
Nvwl"" =	
-' t/Llh, 1/10 -4-w^
4- t L:wx W L a ][
wl
:"'Y. 
	L:5a-jz-w I ^t	 (85)
The element: of AaaXw ,	 ^Yn, , and^^
are computed with equations derived in Appendices C, B, and D.
The surface unit vectors	 AkB	 (Tom
and C 	 ,YS	 3)	 are computed the same as those for the fanpod
and defined by equations (47) through (55)•
FANPOD ON FUSMAGE
A&xa 
Fla 
x^ -^ ^r^
 1-7a,- 
- 4- irl^ fla^^ vF (86)
-o 	 L
The elements of R n^ , As j^.^ , and 
'e,^,F are computed from equationsdefined in Appendix D.
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FIOEL vE 01 C USELArE
?he elements of A% , Aa^r^ , and '1% are com?uted from equationsdefined in Apper:;ix D.
PYLON O." 7jSE-" GE
1L—	 co
4 ^^^^ys.aY^LY^
(87)
The elements of
r^
 i 
L^ y^ 	 and M!,
are Computed with equations de^fi not3 n Appendices 3, C, and D. The influence
of the port pylon is computed by moving the control point to its image
location on the port side, computing the influence of the starboard nylon
at that point, and then charging the sign on the "V" component.
^^^ } _ ^3$x^ A x3 bra Ama ra f i ^a /-
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DL CFry,E ON FUS)EIAGE
^v^^^ _ ^ ^\ilL.^^ 
1lL^^r1x^ ^^i — \^/ J^e^ 
^^^ Si^^^ ^N
^^l^^^^ ^l
YJ	 Mg)
where
(90)
The influence matrices	 and tsar,, 	 computed with equations
defined in Appendix E. The influence of the port nacelle is computed as in
the case of the nacelle on fanpod.
FREE-STMAM OTT FJSEL 02
C-V:	
,J)
WING ON HACETLE,
The flow induced normal to the nacelle surface by the wing source and
vortex lal"'tices is given by the following equation:
^
VO
, = 
/t !^l ",& "J
	
	
"- 1'^,f 4V "/,V-3	 L XW	 xy	 ;rj	 ),V ] [ V-"
V-0	 (92)
Afl-.pr transformim-, the influence matrices to the wing. coordinate system:
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3
r	 k	 \	
y	 j _:'fie ;
L
AC vs Y`^^A^^w^ ^^^.. L S.3wx^ — 
L ^''Yr,^^S,^y\^^S„f,NYwJ
y,„	 J
g `cds ya ts,,,a^	 ^W	 (93 )
The inf'luerce mn :r: ces / iywx. ,	 '„'r , and	 "' are com-rutpd with	 #^
equations defined in ADendices C and D, and the matrices ^„,X ^ . S,,,,a^,^
anO 5,,,,,,	 are connuted with equations defined in A ppendix B. A1yo,
	
and ^,J = eeas ae whore ^ is defined in Ap,^endix R .
	 #'
N
	
?	 i
PYLON ON NACELT.E
The flow i:uiuced normal to the nacelle surface by the nylon source a.ni
vortex lattic-s is given by the following equations.
k^
(94)
After 4:ransforminr; the influence matrices to the pylori coordinate system:
Ewww	 F v_ j 4,,,rtvld
(95) -
where
r57 )j
(96)
f ^,S..^y^^nlPp	 x
L	 Y^	 P
i
L	 Yp
f
{	 38	 i
(	 Y
4- `COS YJ ^
	_VQ. :E n
- i - ^	 Y 7I sN;  I I
+
	
(97)
The influence matrices Fri` 	 ^ 
ue
'rO , S Yp , and	 ^^' 1 due to
the port pylon and f^i3s and S	 are d t0 the starboard pylon. The
influence of the port pylon is computed by moving the control point to its
image location on the port side, computing the influence at that point, and
then changing the sign on the "Y" component.
The influence matrices f^,vXr, and ^.vpy^ are computed from equations
defined in Appendices C and D, and the matrices tr3 	 and Ski are
computed with equations defined in Appendix B.
FA POD ON NACELLE
The flow induced by the fanpod n_uedrilateral vortices normal to the
nacelle surface is Riven by:
) = [ -'-Z"	 kFV^o	 —Z ^
After transforming the influence matrices 4X" and	 to the fanpod
coordinate frame;
.f, ^` cvs^j`^  l AN^^ ] ^	 V (99)
The influence matrices AA-	 A''''`YF
	
and ^„r x are computed with
equations defined in Appendix D.
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(98)
sFUSET,AGE ON NACELIw
V,d 	J
(100)
mho influence natrices 41% , R-V"Y;3 , and 14% are computed with
eq uations defined in Appendix D.
NAC'?LT,r ON PIAC -
T'he flow induced by the nacelle frustums normal to the nacelle surface
is given by:
fY^ ''^Z'  = ^NX^  ^.viJ,^^ '	^r''y ^9"'` 3 	 (101)
a_Ve _j	 49,VM P	
VNpVji
2Q 
rd
 to S^a'-- O„y^rp} ^ ^ ^,svapY
') ] ) f !y,^	 (zo2 )
where
QN^ p rs3a 
^CY,v Y 1 Sind	 (^ --	 Ss.^^' ]	 (103)
4o
Top second subscript AAIp and	 /V)s	 v-fnl- to the port and starbuard
nacelles, respectively.	 The port nacelle influerc-n is convited by moving'
the control	 point to its irrage location an the por t, side, comput:inrr the
influence at that noir.t, and then changing the nit*,n of the "'f" component.
The matrices	 f^,vv 	 andare computed with equation^ definedp
in Anpondix E.
FREESTREA.M ON NACELLE
^'	 --Jf 1/7/21-^ 	 4-
y	 =	 \Cos •\ 	 1	 -^^5..3d,,^•^^^` C OS ^^ 	 (105)V. :_	 33
Combined influence equations
' ^a6 + Vr'a 	 +	 Y ^	 Y^^ = O
V^o	 v-0	 vd	 3^
r^JF^	 V'y	 f	 Y^<ta	 T	 1'^FP	 FN
V.o	 1	 V	 V.:'	 voa 3
,j
VX1,-S	 V^WF	 ^^^w	 f	 ^I ^i rP	 V^^^ = d
1
Y,	 Yoo	 V -	 VZ.	 VIC
X41	 V.n	 V-.	 V10
VAN 	 ^^,r^	 3^
	
V^^P	 3^ ^ a O
vA	 Y.a
	
V.
	 V-.
Therefore, the discrete influence equation, is;
/^$s	 ^•s^	 Agw	 ASP	 ^^^ Kip, ^a
AFB	 A F F	 A> w	 A F	 Ar.^
u^
Aw")	 ^►^^	 ,4^,a vf PS,^ (106)
?^	 ^^^	 Ap!'il	 N r^• /A VI j
41
J
{
N
': L	 .3
-r'
CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
The discrete matrix influence equation can be transfon.ged to reduce the
number of unknowns by letting the discrete vortex Strengths on the wing and
pylon be defined by:
re
Nu 3 ,	
11
	
,^ ^(^"' 3^^ ,J
	
(107)
Where d , /`! , FK , and F— and .*t , I^,% , kc^ , and l,^^' are defined in
Appendices F and G, respectively. Equation, 107 can be written in matrix
notation as:
Um = L 7-	
F	 (108)
Also, due to the definition of t F^ in equation 51 of Appendix F.
[LQ
 
W [T(A) J[ T(-z) {[cc.. 	 f S ](CC_]	 (109)
The pylon vortex strengths are constrained in the chordwise direction
only, therefore, they are defined by an expression of the form;
IL	 TP ^^ F,
	
(11.0 )
The fora of the expression used to define the K's on the wing can be
either that of equation 108 or that of equation 109, depending on
whether just the chordwise variation of vortex strengths is constrained or
both the chordwise and spanwise variations of vortex strengths are constrained.
If just the chordwise direction is constrained, the wing vortex strengths are
defined by;
^^ ^ ^. ^ -rw ^^^w}
	
{111)
If both the chordwise and spanwise directions of the wing are constrained;
{v-° — 
^ S— la-I	 (112)
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r. t
A matrix constraint equation for the fanpod and fuselage vortex strengths
is derived in Appendix H. This equation has the form:
^ L	 -9 L	 J^FVQ f (113)
After combining equations 310 , 112 , and 113 , the transformation
matrix by which the discrete influence matrix is post multiplied, to obtain
the constrained influence matrix, is given by;
E^^ L	 ^^a ^^ ^^^
0
C O N , I [ C) I L 0	 s^1
Therefore, the constrained influence matrix is;
A1313 /6F Aew Aup 4a j 	 0,- AB., / brp a,J	 44 c, CD d O
AFC AFX 14F- AFB^.,^	 ^Fa A^ F A^..,AFnA^^ o ^^^^F d p
A,s	 A„dn 141-W	 — Aivg ^,^^ ^r3W fI.^PA„r„I p O 5,,, o ^
A4,5	 'O ve A'. flv"	 a o a a 1
(114)
(115)
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SOLUTION OF INFLUENCE EQUATIONS
To solve the constrained influence equation the unkno n.Ms are divided
into two sets; (l) those which define the strengths of the singularities on the
vying, pylon, fuselage and fanpod, and (2) those =which define the adurce strength
of the nacelle. When this is done, the influence matrix equation is parti-
tioned as follows;
AaE3 As F 48	 '`Grp ;4-8, 0 - Sls$
Are	 4;=-,- Aro A rp IA,-,o
Ilqwa
F vsF
/ n,^	 A N..¢ 	 I ^{..^.a 62,,, = ^s (116)
r3	 n1F /qNr! ^N	 A,3N r'!^4 FS,a
This matrix can then be represented by
(117)
^z ^ ^z z aZ t7sZ
where
Aw,^ Awe /5'w,c `,
^^/ ^ ApnJ APP' ^PF (l18)
^i_-t
-
Ate= ^,^ `-	 .
(119)
/TFN e
d/may / ^' ^^iJLJ /Qi3^ ^jyF^ r1(12O)
44
Czz -= /9	
-
., z (128)
and
	
/72 z =	 (121)
The solution to equation 1.1.7 is then found as follows;
	
2 `2 z	 ( 122)
	
/-7,, 2,
	
i4X2
 e2Z 	 :-Z 11Z	 (1-23)
V,;'	 (124)
	
"9zz
	
(125)
Then after subtracting equation 125 from equation 122;
(1.26)
	
Since	 is not square, equation 126 is solved using
Householder's triangulation procedure discussed in Appendix A. This solution
will be denoted by;
CZ/ Eq" _ wiz (	 - *,C:P/ 7z	 V--5. )]
	 (3,27)
Equation 127 is then substituted back into equation 123 to obtain c?-?
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SURFACE VELOCITIES AND PRESSURES
In order to compute the surface velocities, the component influence
matrices are multiplied by the components of the surface tangent unit vector,
in a scalar product, and then in turn post multiplied by the unknown coeffi-
cients obtained in the simultaneous influence equation solution. This is done
for the influence of the wing, pylon, fuselage, fanpod, and nacelle on the
wing, pylon, fuselage, and fanpod. The components of the surface resultant
velocity due to each of the configuration components are then summed to obtain
the total surface velocity at each of the control points. This velocity is
then substituted into the Bernoulli equation to obtain the surface static
pressures.
VYING ON WING
The velocity ratio components on the wing due to the wing vorticity and
source density are given by the following expressions.
V ".
/	 rrwt -^- ^ ^N..
"w w	 Ko
V.-O 1 4 ( 1 + -Cq
^w
{. cas^..¢^'L`^y;	 (129)
+` dxi„^	 dxw^
3i-,v,,,.we`/..^cp 1 + /r r^itlz^i.i L Vae
	
lice II i- \ yc J,- ,, Z ' - - -,k- 3, f, k
va„ 
--Cqj f	 (2- 30)
Vnere the upper sign is applied to the upper surface calculation and
the lower sign to the lower surface, also;
l uN`  1	 _ ` k'"' F C azelz
` V-0 -/=o - Cwt "
	 (131)
Z 1?	 s/N2 i^^N Y Bf^
vo .3^ ^z ... ,3^ _^ ^^ fc C	 wa	 't	 a si.3 i ^^s.^ ^O,^a
(132)
CYoo ^ir/cp ` z	
pw 
C SiE3m„^ + ^w^ , 
br, 
F e 0T,P1.z
Z ^tR^Y'w E - t/^rt>},, F^//-L^oSLA,,,^ }
	 (1 33)
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--T . .
and
lllk	
`3
O ^.3^;z,..J,_3 f^.^C "
	 ai,.tN ` z	 A, S'..3 2^,,,, ^' 
'n",  ,, 
	 ^.
S^ii1[ri/f^^^w
	 ^ ^ F.^ ^^ C ow pw
zrosc9^^ aGr/Si^zCa^,,^-mfg/ 74 EJ„>'Si^^^^
/ s/^J^ Cmw
 r^^^
z CC9„, .^
'irt11	 z".5 ^. ^` E.
k	 ^
Z ^^w '^ V
where z`.y.	 ^„^^	 and z g^  t^. ^rE	 and the derivatives d °w	 , a FW	,E
Ff
and are defined in Appendix J,
w,,,, w
,Also;
UiNt. /	
"^
NN Nw
^ ^.
///
C^	 r	
xw3Z " ^w1.. c. ` ^ —, ^ X"'lS' _ Xwc.f. F
ft
x	 ^(C^wt
V.
^V	 ZEN	 ^^ ^^ Xw
S ^	 + .s.,
	 ^! "'^^ CNLV^s s.^ 1^
.^	 L 1	 dx
	
_	 ^^w44L ^ WL CL ^ ^^W4LL
pwq 	(13b)
V^	 w a, 
^ ^ ^ ^~ ^i xws^ ^wL c.E.^ ^ / 
xrrR^ e^ "f^. E.^^z ^'^^5/^r1
x 
LL
2
	 T	 ^^	
•7 1
and
_-14_
	
iW,s	
^^ ^ ^l ^I X ^c w'YW^..E.^^ ^ / ,rW^ i^^ we-• F.,,., `^ r 'Z ^ _^ 1 'Jrj^4
W
t'L
See list of symbols for definition of these velocity components.
Xie
h$
K<
^^ D^a L (140)
(139)^YZ	 7kN<<^L ~
	 ^XW^ d- 
`'^^eA JZ	 VW^ ^" / JZ	 X"'^ ^"' YN^
^ w^sta ^ W^` Yr^^` J 	 (XN^ i„,tLJZ^(Y^ f.,Z	 Xwr f Y`	
(11)
ana
z	 /
^^wOit^ CXi^'o _. Y+`f /^,p`4 ^ [] d^X^^ —Te«}tf	 (^)a7 ^JJ^	 X,^ f Y.^L 
49
where x,,,.	 x"'$- x".'s`	 ]	 '^,^, = Yw	 Y
	
S r ^x`	 °z1	 ^,g.3L	 L
	
F ySN	 ^Sw
	
T^ !, -• ^ ^"H^ ^, J ^ ^	 F	 f	 ^	 rte•, . il.s
The indices c and L refer to the chordwise and spanwise source line locations,
respectively.
The bracketed terms of equations 1 141 and 142 are seen to be :identical
to the third and Fourth bracketed terms of equation I N in Appendix C,
respectively. Because of this, the velocity due to thickness and the induced
velocity due to the bound vortex segments can be computed simultaneously
saving a considerable amount of computer time.
It is noted that equations 139 and 136 are the same as equations 137
and 138 , respectively, except for 2('10„,`)`s^sa7e^ being substituted in
for ( d %QX ,,, j,,- Also, the last terms in e q uations 1 141 and 1 142 are
omitted when substituted into equations 137 and 138 .
H AN'POD ON 14DTG
The velocity induced tangent to the wing surface by the fa,npod quadri-
lateral vortices is given by;
	
4^"rv^F = 
L-1-^ 7,^^,
x
 A,,rsxw -3 _L
Tw'v`Yw 'g '^' F 	
1 T„^ r ,	 Avir 
^ K^
	 (143)(, Veu ,J	 ^	 W	 ^	 T..^	 ^	 ^,,,^	 ^,^ JJJ l um .1
where
^Awrx,,1 r~L'oSaF^^^'"'cXF^ +^^S/^JcYF w ` /^F^ ]	 (04)
L	 .JuL.	 F
IRy,,F y^ ^ ^RwF yF	 (1145)
Hi.J^^^^	 ^. ^\ 51rJcX^ri, ,
L
I^^a1Fx^ J 'f•'`CO^ °^Fw^^^WF^^
	 (1146)
I` r' n^X r	 -	 2	 d^4J r	 c^^c
	
^fZ _	 1147 )
d l(w dXw
^Ti3 	 7 ^^ p	 (148)M Yw `
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Z.
(149 )
since	 a^,,, is small;
y	 ^^ ! (^ +^^9+^Y9bwx^N ' d N r	 A.^ x x ^i y^	 (150)
Also;
YvbF	 L
^ { WTFw ^sJ X^ ^ '^' 'G TWr
Yw c-+i-Y.^.^ 	 ^wr..^ ^rJ F^	 { (151),j
:lere -	 I
^^ r	 7 - ^^ O ^^
^, 7
(X52)
Yw	 ^^	 ^ ^t	 Th1 dXw
T"`'	 ^^ —
	 +{	 R.^x/^ X  ( 1 53)
and
V
bTwT.w J (154) `
Wherefore:
VT.	 \	 a//d^'.. r	 f d^^+^ Z JzJ-{I i'^i3N
	 I^Q^X.v
,c	 Icy
Yr	 Vo
(155)
dXw
The influence matrices 6?,.,rx^
	
and ,g,, x, are c4raputed with equations
derived in Appendix D.
I^FUSELA rZ ON WING
The v111  • ity induced tangent to the wing surface by the fuselage
quadrilateral vortices is given by;
V,nw
	izTwM	
A^^x	 !-	 T,,, r	Awns + ? ^h'M^ Aws^.. 3.o^ (156)
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	"herefore, sinne 7;	 — %n,	 O ;
'''rte,	 M^rJ
` 
^#2[,
	
Z	 r -Y ^- Z ^^2	 A^,1y^xV„^
	
FC! F	 ^LRrs[W
^^dX,y dXW	 \j	 ^ie (x-57)
Tw SV	
= [' o, Awa + ? TN,r Awe ^-! T" X1 	 ^a	 (158)
	
: incn 7-
	
/fir	 O
V,	
_	
! dew	 d^,, _ !Z `^,s
Ya	 (159)V^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ 1 -f (I -3-'^H rv^ C^w) C r3x „1 ^ dx,,,> > ^ ^
,he inflli^nce matrices f}r^ax and fl,.,ar^  are computed with eauations derived
i.r Appendix D.
PYLON M, WITNr,
The velo r'ity induced tangent to the wirF surface by the pylon  vortex
and source lattices is given by;
/41"?
	 L Wt„ A+`,P^ -- TW'R ^wP +
VIO
ra
(160)
nXy	
'^"'	 T11-	 Yti!	 Y.,!	 ^ Mew	
Y
52	 r y
r ;i
whore
Aw^r^  =^ s..^d'	 Aw^Yp - I c os	
^^p^
[A",p (161)
(162)
^ A w ^ _ c p s ^' `^^ 11--pIr 15111.14-	 2-j	 (163)
w^^^,N^	 1 Sy,r^xp J	 (164)
C Swar^^ L s,.s^ `^ S''r^	 ` ^edsX \^  Sip	 (j.65)
and
[{jw _7^rv ^' `^^ 5w^ (166)J	 +
Therefore.:
fvlll 11 =t -V j	 f-^V-S-j
+ jwj
and
N-7- - [7wrx^ + 
TWrY. i A mil"'Aw ^ ^^ ^^^v IC
(167)
+ ^^ZT"^r^ws^^ ^ ^ Tyr ^ ^xw ^^ rwr s^ ^^^
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^R
since
^ 7—,., j 
4 
E-  ^_ j	 (168)
T"
 ^^i+(^trA,ilTX^xNt dlZ^^^ ^^	 (169)
T,-,,,..,, j
	
0 
--1 1	 (170)
then
^"w7
V.0	
jl-	
^/	 ^--]7 r}	 Z3 1 7 (t !'^'`3^^^' vrx dot r d +c Z^
^iL ^^	 ^iSiN^` f L f/,,,pyp^
(171)
- PC-*S Y-1 	 1	 + ^ t .5.---jja	 I
- 
^
`r- - -- Y -,][ S^ -, I I O I
The influ¢nce matrices ^^"Px^ , /ql,-n and /^^^ are computed from
equations defined in Appendices C and D. The matrices sue,, , SAP ,
and 5^ are computed from equations defined in Appendix B.
HA.CELLE ON GTTNG
T-he velocity induced tangent to the wing surface by the nacelle source
frustums is given icy;
s nee
E	 ^ = [ 	 1	 (173)
and	
Y - d5LI..Ij	
-o,,,
(175)J
then
V11.1
 - `^^{t t C^ + A Nrj^, arc,,, t: ^X,,..`) }	 "^'R-o	 (176)
Also;
YT, ,a	 1 Tv c=	f;.., r^	 t 1 1 wr R.,,,	 -r. `L 7-- _ 	 v^
V.,	 ^Y	
^,,	 ^'	 Yw	 r^	 g	 ^w w	 (177)
then
Y^ —	 /	 xf / ter r t d .,t^ 2 %z f 
^^S/n16n+^ 1 ` /4.errr YN	 (178 )
The influence matrices 1qw1,xI, and lq--arj are calculated with equations
dPf inPd in Appendix E.
T-PE'FSTRFAY ON WING
Expressions for the velocity tangent to the wing surface due to the _?
freestream were given in reference
ciyj
V, ^/	 rf3n^^Y3 	 / f (/s. 9fr'^C dx.j
and i
^^va
^.	
^/ ^-Lgntr^  ^/ f ^ f ^ s s`aicJzYr' ^l d+^^cY	 d^N -h	 d ^..i^ ` z ^;^	 (1-^^`. f)J '	 ' ^d X„i
.
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d? NTG 0, PYLON
Thp velocity .nduced targent to the nylon. surface b the win- source
and vorfAx lattices is uiven by the follow-in g, expressions.
^	 1k	 X	 -1 1 Tam, ^^ +- L ^"' A,	
"
	
+	 5x Zpr,	 K	 ^.1 ^^	 ^¢ J am~^^ xp	 p TO r?	 P	 (181)
where
	
^Tp"'"p^	 j .^ ( 1 t 2^^, d z^pz f }z^Pc 2 A/,'	 (182)
T^"'rp
 ..	 O
	 (183)
	
= ^^ O -- 7	
(184)
•g^ ,,,,^..
	 7	 (185)
^J	 r	 \
l7jvy,^	 - \Sir^a'^^L,iJJ,"1^
	
G°5^\^^^p+^^vJ
	 (186)
s^,a	 _ ^s„tires\ s},,r ^ ^- 	 (189)
L
	
,^	 - cos af` ^ ^,	 s,•^a'lJ^^r~' (190)^ ^
	
.J LL
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Therefore;
^^^	 dz	 %Z ^^ ^PW x ^ J ^ x^^r
E	 INI 1	 (19-1)
Also;
{YV`.) ^ ^^z f^Txpxn + Te
, 
^V-P Y;, ^ ^TPr^Ap,3 	 xw
yN3 	 ('192)TA
23:	
J1
since
^Txp `^ ~ ^ Q J
	 (193)
L` TATYp `^	 1 ^/t tg rJ^^pX^ L d dX^a c^2 h \^	 (194),
ana
I
`T,, P `j = [---Q _ 1	 (195)
rheref ore;
_ r,{ V.,	 /t(/ fZ`Hnst^°^C dxT f	 c^ t} ^z IJL
(j.96)
The influence matrices fi^.aa , /--..^,,, , and .^N,^.,are computed by
equations defined in Appendices C and D. 
	 Matrices ^^QN,, 59,,^
and Sp,,,r ^ are computed by equations in Appendix B.
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t L p^wYP	 ^-^
I	 l
FANPOD ON PYLON
The flog induced lay the fanpod quadrilateral vortices tangent to the
pylon surface is given by the fol.l.oiTing expressions.
S f ax	 rg Ta^xp 'YF^F 	 ^'P"^rr	
P 
f'
 T,^^ /^pF^K1^^
	 (197)
where 
(198)
PP-rr_] ` ^s,.^a'^^^ ^ Y,^ 	 ^- [ cis ^^ A^r^^ ]	 (199)
and
(200)
Therefore;
tnv-q	 I [ V—	 (201)
also;
f4
V r ` T^
x^ ^PF,rn 4.T r
or
y/!3 	 (3 F/ 'L o t Lr3+^7f^J^ dr
Kpp /`1nFyp 	nr /4yF^p
	 ^Ij
	
(202)
t ° p^c )z rz	 IFFY RI 	 (203)^r	 P
The influence matrices
	
xF	 F3p^y, and ^ f^^  are computed from
equations defined in Appendix D.
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k
FUSELAGE ON PYLON
The flow induced by the,
 fuselage quadrilateral vorti.c,2s tangent to
the pylon surface is given by equations analogous to those for the fanpod
on the pylon.
Therefore;
V^
v., )-Z} '`z ^^
Xa
A^ a^ a 
	
(204)+r^NZC	 d	 +	 C12§,,7^}C	
^	 r
and
1,125,43
l
^^L
f{Z3
p^3Yp ^! 2^ +^	 {205}(^^^^)C	 alKp 1^}A
where
	
^	 1rL
The influence matrices /%,aAa , 
	,s , 
and	 a are computed from
eouations defined in Appendix D.
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PYLON ON PYLON
The flow induced by the port and starboard pylons vortex and source
iattices onto the sta.rboF^rrl pylon is given by the following equations.
t	 u,^
V	 _	 YAY.•o	 CIN=O	 ^Yr)/ 
i/oe	 ^^\ ^/,o .Jc y Z^ .
^A	 ^/ (/ f ^ /^ n/z^PJI	 r ?^ d97='cJ2 7f^ dxp J
P	 VI
^
w	
a-
'C'-^'MXP^'xp "F	 ^M Yry^
	 g T,, f^^^•P
	
pO	 (cO7/
Therefore;
r2t / f' ^/ t rAN
	
4/,p	 ^ / .{- ^ / f ^`g,^ z^ y) C ^^^ 7`' d^^c IZ -] Vii.P ! J
t2'vn^z /t t de Ti^Z 	 ^'r a^	 L^dxp	 d cc F
(208)
also;
JY
	
^,Vtj- 	 / F 7
r	 1	 Kp
g #^P X^P ^ y^P 3^P ^ ^^a^s / 7^pn^ r^ ^^ ^:o
J- T^xp Ste? g TprYr 5r'^Y^ " 7nT S^rr f
f	 1(209}
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x	 ^
/M=e / 	 J^`tr9n7 T^ ^ L N - y^ I
	V4,^.+.+^ J x, ; •64
dx,^ dxp 1
and
Yr, pr _, ^ vc
v4
FTO
p(210)
where
`4- f^, ^^	 h (211)(2ii)
^\eos (212)
ee
 
}. A p	 , yafF (5 , and	 5	 are an equations (42),	 (3),
(414),
-Where
r	 11
	 -_
y Y,
±L- 	 cor°p/z (213)
Vin ^iJ= /	 G_._^ 2i
 1 ^	 ^A C
,V
( `,	 z. [4 dF^/^„9c5 j^G, y m^J — ±h,; F G'a7'6P/Z ^^AnJ y^ ^.
^=a 	 bhp `	 Cp
7LL"^9w 	 yy/	 /
	
z^	 r.^r -z'x'nl5^yf. J(^^ ^+O p1J^
	 121-5)
and
,,	 Z [d'p C Qy - -4 SiiJZcS+p^	 d r,^ ^i.^JCN">^C	 r, • • ^ •JuA 	 °'7 z	 4	 N^ z amp	 ^^/^'^'^
bpi
(2l5)
where tan 0'*	and tan '^^ are defined in Appendix I
The slopes , °-=P , and  are determined numerically from the
spanvise variation o the coefficients ^; , ^ , and n obtained in
the simultaneous solution of the influence equations.
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	The expressions #'or r ,
	 , 
v.,
r
 , and vp are the same as for
the wing except that the subscripN ^ is substituted for w . The equivalent
wing expressions are given in equations 135, 136, 137, and 138.
The matrices^ a and 	 are due to the port pylon and areIV
computed from equations defined in Appendices C and B, respectively.
iVACELLE ON PYLON
The flow induced on the pylon surface by the nacelles is given by the
following nxpressions.
L 	
^p,hx7 RPN,4P ^- ! , 
,rte ^pNYP -^	 P qP	 1 3 (217)
where
I	 I - t /19-W.50 1
	
(218)
L
pn1yp I = \ S/_?l _,] ^1p^, 	 + CaS^,^l^^p^^	 Lr (219)
and
•^^	 r 4- 5.^+^l-4-M
	
(220)
where 1%1-k and	 are defined by equations (hg) and (50), respectively.
Y
therefore;
V. pN
V.d	 72^/ ^/ r9NY ^r dX^or dx gc J^ /z \ /V,tix^	 V^	 (221)
and
YrrI	 12 Tpr .^ 	 ^- T"T A-r.^	 s -^ 7	 e.^	 C Y
	
Y^	 r^	 ^"'^	 a (222)
thew
2231/1l
	
The matrices lgpv, and /5p,	 are computed from equations defined in
Appendix E.
	
"'	 rN
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FREESTMAM ON PYLON
The expressions for the velocity tangent to the pylon surface due to the
freestream are the same as for the velocity tangent to the wing surface due
to the freestream except for the substitution of the subscript P for w .
	
d^	 d?y z^ z
and
f^rs o	
tryy.•^^y r/- ^i (ice r 9.,j70^X d 	 Tic,^
V,	 ^^^ ^.^.U7A^p ^ i^ f C.tt^^^^PJCdXP^ J^]^z
WING ON FANPOD
The velocity induced by the wing source and vortex lattices tangent to
the fanpod surface is given by the following expressions.
Liz x^F A^ wX F	 rr> y^ ^F► rye +` rg,^^ Af^^F If
r	
_mow
	
f. L T Sf /^^ ^—,^ rF, ,rf ^F, ^j^	 T,., f S FNLr^ ^ ^	 ( 226 )
and
[p! 7^ rF /^Fy,^,F r ^5 rF f3 r'y^ 	 TTa /9Ft^ F ! J ^w
L 7-,  S` "'X t! T Sa„, 4 T 5^,^ ,1 f V 1	 (227)6 i^ rYF YF
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vr^
ti
Since the ,ling and fanpod coordinate frames are oriented the same
direction;
14W
^Vn^ 
= r, T, ,X^ R ^^rx^ ^-	 TFMYF A^,.a,^W + TFM^^ f^F,3 ^ 	V,L
+ 	 Tr-P1, Sew x
't- -L- T^	 S	 t- -L TF^ SFw^ ^-pI 	 (228)
	
I 	 x^	 ,,,	 YF F yea	
7E-^
and
	
R rGV-r,w	 Fr RF,•+ i; P Yr- AFw ! ,, }	 lFr^^ f{Fr/^,^V-.
D
TF SFw + i TFr _s^,a -1" Tyr SF^'^ .^	 °°(229)
	
The influence matrices ,4F , , 	 , ^Fr3 	 , and /^ F^^,,, are computed
asing equations defined in Appendices C and D. Also; the influence matrices
!-=7F_jx ,, .7	 r^ , and s,,.,,,,are computed using equations defined in
Appendix B.
The unit vectors rf,-? and rte,- tangent to the actual fanpod surface
are determined from the unit vectors F. and r^T4 . , tangent to the fanpod
surface obtained by the Cothert transfoxmation, in the following manner.
T	 Q SF'"'1
^°7zn ' 'c''^ r.ce Q sF,., (230)
r''r^	 g T rF^  es^^„^	 (231)
TM^F	 rMF`, ^FM (232)
r	 r	 6s^rl	 (233)
	
ry	 rFi d S^r
7;,7
	
Yr' L YFa QSF,
	
(234)
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^l
and
	
^^ 'c	^SFs
	 (235)
where osF,,,: and Aster` are obtained as follows;d S,c,y 	 Q'SFp
	
z	 z	 Z
.„'KF t T-1- '` ' 2- = /
	
(236).
Then from equations 230, 231, 232, and 236;
SF,y r ' V T. 	^" T,--2 (237)y^^. -,L - " T,.7^   ^L.
Similarly,
z_
	
T xF	 j'aTr^	 Tr = l
	
(238)
and after substituting equations 233, 234 and 235 into equation 238.
	
G 51rr	 ^rx^ f ` TrjF . g^ 7 z (239),c	 Y$Fc
FANFOD ON FANPOD
The velocity induced by the fanpod quadrilateral vortices tangent to
the surface of the starboard fanpod is given by the following expressions.
	
ykFF	 I .t ! ^M	 A F
	
-F- t f-1^^ 7 1 F F
	 -^-' ` !
 '
	 AFFF
/V,4-(240)
	
Z z	 z
and
V,
	
y^^ 	 ^z T rx ^ f^F.rxr + ^ lFryr- A FF r  -f- -1 Tr--r ^s 
•4FF,=^ ^^
where 8,:,,,, and ^,r are the values of the surface vorticity alon ct and
perpendicular to the Meridian lines, respectively. The vorticity is determined
by dividing the average of the two adjacent vortex strengths by the average
perpendicular distance between the two adjacent vortices.
The influence matrices fl,^^xF , A-,ey^ , and
	
are computed with
egaations defined in Appendix D. The components of the unit tangent
vectors rM and r^r are composted from the vortex grid coordinates.
PYLON ON FAPIPOD
The velocity induced by the pylons tangent to the fa..npod surface is
given by,
VMFP1
 pr„^x F j4F px^ -I- -L TF,, A PPrF 't'	 TFr^^ /^ F'F^.^ ]i Q
V	 L	 c	 F	 Ftl •o
1:rrx ^Ft'x + ; r^ ,K Y sFryyF r J- T,n^^ ^p °^°	 (242)
F	 F	 L	 P	 F
and
Liz ^i4,xF faFTn` TryF h'x.--r^ 	 Tr^F f^F^^F ^^
]
	
(243)t	 -rT 2 ^^^ SFT^F PE ^Yr S 
^Y^ "f"' ^YF SF p''^'
where
(244)
(245)
(246)
(247)
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rr	
? i
eos^ S
The influence matrices $and A,^ are computed with
equations from Appendices C and D. Also; the influence matrices 5,
5r p , and Sin,, are computed with equations from Appendix B.
NACELLE ON FANPOD
The velocity induced by the nacelle tangent to the fanpod surface is
given by;
^MF.0 `^	
^Fi+7	 TFri	 /`^
 rr	 ^ Y^^
f ^^T A^ „^	 y^
	
(250)F^
and
^^
Vr,,, M ,^Y ^^ r% r ^FW.Kr -3- -^
 —'Fr^r ^n.	 -f -LT T ^q ^,.,^ y	 (251)
 
C	 z	 YF	 CF
where
L^G^x^ +	 ^'`XN (252)
^gf,JYFjL _ -	 s.^ C a'- mom,,,} ,9^,,^1^ (253) 
(254)
The influence matrices ^9F,,, 	 and /^,^^ 	 are computed with equations
from Appendix E.
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-" RE`U IR` EA M ON P A :, Q:)
The camponents of the freestream velcc ty tangent to the .surface of
We fangaa are riven by;
V,ti	
T 
.-^xF	 ^ o^ ar
and
S
J
]rVrf.^	 ^ f ^
1	 !!! TFT KF	
C Qrj c[F
(255)
4,	 `PFT^. .r
	)j^ 5^wec^	 (25 )
Ahe velocity indu2ed by the wing source and vertex lattices tangent
e fuselage surface is given by the roll swing expressions
	 T
Y "'	 ^ Tam,, ABA, ' + ;^ 7,,.^ 7^ ^^.rs^ + ^ T ^,^^^w^w vim , (257}V-
K ^,
Ti,	 jr,^,^^3 ^U-, (259)v^ L ^
E-L
-1 T. ^-	 + -T^:a S	 * -L -7:;-	 Yaw-^
r3
The influence matrices A&I-X, ) 199
'"` Yw f and 113-10, are computed using
e quations defined in Appendices C and D. Also the influence matrices '%YX ,
.^'Jyw , and 5gw,: ,
 are computed using equations defined in Appendix B. !°
The unit vecotrs ( -Fam ,
 -7z "I
 = T3r^^ ) and ( T^^!	 ) are ccr^pute^ in the same manner as thole for the _^an^od.
	
Y^
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T M ^^	 3r
' Jn10. F
u4
j
FAN-POD ON TFJSELAGF
The velocity induced by the fanpod quadrilateral vortices tangent to
the surface of the fuselage is given by the following equa+ions.
vV^ F — z T,h ^^ xr '` TiHY^ ^^^Yr ^"
7zy;.7 f a ^^
	
_F3 (261)
and
-^T,,7x BF	 AAl^TY^ s^Yr ^"
	 T-^ ^	
xr	
JLF:	 (262
v^
where the influence matrices lqgx 	 /fir	 , and i^ are computed
,,rith e?Latiors deriv-d in Apnendix^D.	 ^
E;,°,C;E O'V 7 SETAGE
Vne velocity induced by the fuselage ouadrilateral vortices tangent
:^o the surface of the fuselage is given by tihe following expressions
^^ = -^T,^ B SS,^a -{ T,,,,Y ^3r3^^ -►- T'amA -B%]^ v (263)
4., /V,.,
z z 	 z
V^r 
	
Z T$ 
x^ Aare f^-^ ^^, fi r -^- 1 T^;^ jq,, ,
	 (26 )
^6 ^^ w
4r /vim
8TX8t 	 87-^^''r.	
47 ea
Where Ya,,, and Yar are the values of the surface vorticity along and
perpendicular to the meridian lines, respectively. The vorticity is deter-
mined by dividing the average of the two adjacent vortex str-ngths by the
average perpendicular distance between the two adjacent vortices.
The influence matrices Ova, , 4738 , and	 are computed with
equations defined in Appendix D. B	 Y^
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PYLON ON FUSELAGE
The velocity induced by the pylons tangent to the fuselage surface
is given by;
^ m^w-3 -= ^-^ T,	 + -L -r,,, q Is —I Yz 4- -L
(265)
^ ^ '"'x6 "^ ^	 r3 r^	 ^ BM ^^	 .,3
and
	
^^Fj z:	 A-a-p	 -,L- I -F-6-r A
(266 >
+1
T^z
T^r
 rx^	 T'37Y S+
c3	 YL3 	 Y
Vnere
	
EASPN3 J	 E'	 (267)
(268)
(269)
(270)
(271)
Y ' 1	 (272)
The influence matrices ^''r3 ^ , 1^7^0P^,^ J and - ,;v are computed with
equations from Appendices C and D. Also, the influence matrices ^p ,
and 5
	 are computed with equations from A ppendix B. 
^^	 ^
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Ir
	
-y`^
NACEILE-
 OTIT -vsEr,A,E
The velocity induced by the nacelle tangent 4,,j the fuselarre surface
is given by;
	
LPL
	z -
	 TBw► ,^ ^]B.^r +	 j^^ A 	 , ] i64	 (273)
and
VraA } =T3,- Aa.^. x^ * -L T,^ ,- A-e ^ -+- - L T^
_ A^^,	 ^
113	 V
%
where
(275)
(276)
(277)
The influence matrices ^N^ and 43"J are computed with equations
	
from Appendix E. 	 Y.v
FREESTREAM ON FUSELAGE
The components of the freestream velocity tangent to the surface of
the fanpod are given by;
ym^..	 T
V.	 Z1'r'xa ^^ 	 +	 T^'^^r^ 	 ^'^°	 (278)
and
v	 x8 ^Icllsa5j 	 (279)
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fT	 i
COMBINED WING VELOCITY EQUATIOM,
When the velocity induced by all the configuration comnonents is summed;
the following expressions are obtained.
in the chordwlse direction,
^
` '
i"ti
	2 VMw'g	 -^ VMµfF 	
+
	
Yi"iiv^„^J	 -}-
	
VM ^„J?	
-^	 Y!"1W^+,7	 p^Vep	 v^	 ^a5	 ^a+	 ^/aq	 v	 { 280
and in the spa.nwise direct,icnn
Vw	
+	 {	 'Ti.lw	 1/
^, V
 ,,	 V. ^	 V^ 
	 (2 81)
v^	 v-
Tf PvYw and 
6V WJ 
arty defined by;
'6 vm'^	
I +	
-Z] ,	
-3j	 5t-) 'A`^J^'
(282)
 
dYW
and
V.a va
7	
(283)
J
/
^ XW
	 JCitl ^^J 
Cy^
T	 ^/ 7` ^fa^s^ZyyJ.7
Then, the velocity components in the chordwise and spanwise directions,
corrected for compressibility by the method of Labruiere, are given by;
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S V,wI ,,^^ Y	 23,., Cc;5'0, i' (Z32
	',e vszo
•a
 .' C3 y " S..J^^,, CO5S^Sw^/ / /'^^eos¢..►
]l v^-	 z	 z	 d^,,,	 dew z iL
	
w	 dzw
(284)
V.
and
Nr^', 3 -
L7.1 1	
7
(285)
V^
where
(286)
and where
z
and
^	 •,z	 3.S 7
(287)
,—o70 .4 7 o /
(288)
ti ,a
)
^I
r' s
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(289)
CJi ^i
	 PYLON VELCCT? i EQUATI')"I5
` '':e : ulr. of thA velocity, : nduced by all of the configuration cumponnnts,
th- r_y? on is given by:
[VZj = ^ vy-^ ^ +^ r ^ 4 [ O^ ^ + ^ 1^ 3 +[v^ Io(9)
the chordwise direcr . ion, and
^^ r ` y3 + tlK^^V'y 4 p^-r j  +^	 (29^)
Tl
 ^^V	
and ^^elare defined by:
y-0	 L Voo
3l
J \
and
I Vp^ ^
Vd,
{292)
^Xp
=^	 "}}},V,,T^ ^1N7^P^ ` d KP f dx^ J^3	 1 1 C 1 t	 'z\.
(293)
	
y cXa';p	 VIP
£/ , - e-n'-jZq^, -7
;.hen, the velocity componerts in the chordwise and spanwisP directions,
corrected for cnmuressibility by the method of Labrujere, are given by;
u,^^^ _ ate ep57,  ,e I -'17P ^ -^ °; 's„^ ^^^^^^ 3^i- ^ ^
	
Ixp	 (294)
f (t V'"^  J  
	
f	 ^^.^ epS
74
and	
A,Vy^ ^	 B„„+ ^m5 fp^^„Q^^^^z ^^^PS//^G'os^, ^.T^ ^^Sinl7p$,//-,'7^Cc^5Y7?
"-'	 Z'23,? f fit r, = JC ^^r ^ )x J^z.
A YMa
	 PC;, 3
	 (295)
where 4.+ is defined the same as on the wing except that p^p is used
-s"-.ead of
COM 3 . r D F:? r}POD VELOCTTY EQUATION`'
The sum of tre velocity induced on the fanpod surface by all of the
components is given by;
V V. 	 v^	 v,^	 va	 V.O 3
	
(296)
aloig the meridian lines and
(297)
perpendicular to the meridian lines.
COMBINED FUSELACE VELOCITY EQUATIONS
The stun of the velocity induced on the fuselage surface by all of the
components is given by;
^"	 E `rv^ ^ 4 [^^1., F^	 ^u^ W } ^v p	 Yvan	 (298) 3 =
75
alon` ":he merid.ian lines and
y^ - vat J O 	 4 fVrb-3 4 ^ v^  I i- `VeN 	(299)eo	 .o	 Vr	 V..
perpendicular to the meridian lines.
The compressibilit y correction for the fuselage and fannod is that
due to Gothert and is already included in the above equations. Due to the
assw , iption of axisymmetric flow for the nacelle, no velocities or pressures
are computed on the nacelle.
The surface pressure coefficient is then computed at each of the
control point locations using the following expression.
(—_ 
YJ3Io; U^^- 
Z ^ Z^f	 '^Z ^V^r) -']}	 _' 	 (300)
where Y is the ratio of specific heats.
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S ECTTON AND TOTAL LOADS AND MOMENTS
The section loads on the fuselage and fanpods are computed by summing
the prod ,zctr, of the surface pressures and directed incremental areas a y
 each
longitudinal. tation.
The section dray; is given by;
VJAJC-	 R^ a(%)K	 nk Q^x^
	
(301)
and the section Lift by;
gn
 VQ !
	
!
c	 (302)
where e. is indexed over all subareas at the longitudinal etation k, and
^^ w z 	 {303}
is the fuselage or fanpod reference area.
WAV&. =	 (304)
The fuselage or fanpod total lift, drag„ and pitching moment are
computed as follow,.
Cam, ^
,/a }C^ =	 k,JA^. k a(  JK	 (305)
C^	 1 yv av^, ,^^ 4 X^c ^KA< (3n6)
and
C'M W
	
e	
c
	 EL K ^^-ZLrC_ ^[K	 (307)
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Me section Loads and moments on the wind; and pylons are computed b;r
the following equations at a series of span stations.
The section lift is given by;
c2	 45'.0 C c` ^^ .^r,^1 s..•! ^^	 (308)
the section drag by;
(309)
-IA V .	 z 1. p a ^.
and the section moment by;
C , c	 _ ,9.z c ^:.^5 C X ^X"^.
	 (310)eRv6.	 Zb G' v
	
^.^.
0ere
(311)
dx
ana
:.U'E; Y -:s equal to 90 degrees on the wing.
Cie section center of pressure is given by;
Came c
(x/e ^^,	 Jam-
	 (312)
QeK
CAV&.
The Ong and pylon total loa6s and moments are computed by numerical
l.:ntepxatini of the section loads.
in addition to the drag computed from equations 301 and 309 J the
Drogram also computes the skin friction and vortex drags for the complete
configuration. The equations for these calculations are given in
nnpendz ces J and r.
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EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS
Two configurations were run to demonstrate successful program operation:
Case I - The wing-body configuration shown in figure 7 was run at 0.6 Mach
number and zero and four degrees angle of attack. Case I comparisons are
shown on figures 8 through 27. Case II - The V/STOL lift fan transport
model (less tail surfaces) shown in figure 1 on page 13 was run at 0.6 Mach
number and at zero and three degrees angle of attack with and without the
fanpod. Case II comparisons are shown on figures 28 through 57.
.'DING-BODY CONFIGURATION
The wing-body configuration run as Case I is defined in RM L51F07.
Comparison of results from the program with data are shown in figures 8
through 27. Figures 8 through 12 show comparisons of pressure coefficients
at zero degrees angle of attack at the 20, h0, 60, 80, and 95 percent semi-
span wing stations.
Figures 13 through 16 show both the body alone and wing-body pressure
coefficients at the 11 5, 75, 105, and 135 body roll stations at zero angle of
attack. These figures show the increment in pressure induced on the fuselage
by the wing thickness.
Figures 17 through 21 compare results of the program with data at the
20,. 4o, 60, 80, and 95 percent wing semi-span stations for four degrees
angle of attack. Figures 22 through 25 show both the body alone and wing-
body pressures at the 45, 75, 105, and 135 body.roll stations at four degrees
angle of attack. These figures show th.- pressure induced on the body due to
thickness and lift of the wing.
Figure 26 shows the comparison of theoretical to experimental span load.
Figure 27 shows the comparison of theoretical to experimental longitudinal
loading on the fuselage with the wing at four degrees angle of attack.
All of the results for Case I are considered to be in excellent agree-
ment with the test data.
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The wing-body "nd wing-body-fanpod configurations run as Case K are
` often"d in NA-72
-17-22 Comparisons of pressure coefficienLs at zero and
_ irc doCrees :angle of :attack were made for the wing-body, the win-body
t'aapod, and the difference between the wing-body-fanpod and the wing-body.
Figure 28 through 32 show comparison: between data and tho rroCram at
the 20 , 33, CEO , 75, and 95 percent semi-span wing stations, at zero degree:
a, .Gl o of attack, for the wing-body configuration. figures 33 through 37
snDw analogous comparisons for the three degree -angle of at back case.
Figures 38 through 42 and figures 43 through 47 show comparisons between
data and the program at the 20, 33, 60, 75, and 95 percent semi-s pan wring
:eta :io ns for the gyring-fuselage-fanpod configuration at zero and three decrees
angle of attack, .recpecti.vely. The 33 and 60 percent semi-span wing stations
are ,just inboard and outboard of the fanpod, respectively.
The comparisons for the upper surface are quite improved over that for
nhe previous program. However, the lower surface comparisons are still not
in very good agreement. This difference could be due to either thickness
effects of a high wing configuration, which can only be properly accounted
for by a surface singularity approach, or due to a wing-fuselage juncture
interference problem in the analysis. It is believed to be the former of
these two situations, because: the problem does not occur in Case I which is
a mid-wing configuration.
The increments in the wing pressures due to the fanpod are shown in
figures 48 through 52 for the zero degree angle of attack case and in figures
53 through 57 for the three degree angle of attack case. These comparisons
are not as good as expected. The three degree angle of attach case is
considerably poorer than the zero degree angle of attack case. Also, the
comparisons are worse right at the junctures. Both of these situations could
be indicating boundary layer effects, since the boundary layer would be
;._dicker at the higher angle of attack and right in the juncture.
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APPENDIX A.
NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
Discussions of the prime numerical procedures used within the program
are given in this appendix. There are essentially three such procedures;
(1) straight line interpolation and extrapolation, (2) controlled deviation
interpolation, and (3) Householder's simultaneous equation solution.
For straight line interpolation and extrapolation about two given points
(Xa.^, Yl) and (X2, Y2);
Y^ ce Yz + (t --oe ) Y,	 (1)
where
ac	 a _ x (2)
z	 t
The slope 'I-y- for this case is given by;
dx - -t'( Yz - Y)	 {3)
where
d J = V(X,- X ,)	 (4)
In the case of the controlled deviation interpolation method (CODIM)
parabolae are used to curve fit a set of four given points (XN-1, YN-1),
( XN, YN), (XN+1p YN+I), and (XN+2 1 YN+2) to obtain interpolated Y and Ex
values fc,r XN < x XM* ,. Only that information, relative to this method,
which is necessary to judiciously pick input points will be discussed here.
A complete derivation is given in reference (20).
One parabola Pl is fit through (XN_l, YN-1), (XN, Y ), and (XN+ lv YN+I)•
The other parabola P2 is fit through ( XNIYN), XN+1 2 YN+11, and (XN+2, YN+2)•
This curve fitting process involves the solution of two sets of simultaneous
equations. If,
	
x7 f a, X t e,	 ( 5)
and
z
	
^ z XZ f ^z X fez	 (6)
Then
z	 -1
and
z
Az	 X,,,	 %^..^	 /	 Y"
z
CZ	 XNt z X.vf -7 J	 'fNt
The interpolated values of Y and 	 between XN and XN+l are defined by
either Fl, P2, or a linear combination of Pl and P2. The amount of P1 and P2
used in the linear combination is determined by comparing both of the
parabolae to the straight line.
S = oG Y V+- , -3- ( I - °t) Y"	 (9)
where
cc
	 -	 (10)
The parabola which has the least deviation from the straight line is
given the greatest weight. The weighting factors E;. and E2 are determined
as follows;
E/ ; /P - 5/	 (ll)
EZ = /P--s/	 (12)
The weighted expression for Y is the range XN !^ x 	 +, is then;
The derivative dX in the range XN X < X,, 	 is then;
_z
Jx	 j—//D `r ^ d x^^	 Fc^z ^ p	 (1^ )
where
.L%= mac`, P	 ( i^ ^^z
	 (15)
And then
dX a'X ^i	 Kd y ^' ^^ d -- da°1 'E t C^- ^^	 v-^z °/x'^  (l7)
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Therefore;
^x 
,^ a'- ar	 , - °-'—^ F	 . - or	 dam,
^	 ^dx	 dx dx	 dx z	 dx
P	 F rarz
f
Y ^ ^, z 4-
	
-ao F7 "P.
-or) G2	 .^^7z
{ l8)	 4
X,,, G X <
X =XNfr
and
dT,
C14 
	
F07E X = X.c/
d	 dx ^` U — N ^^z	 .^or^ x,, c X { X,.,,dx
d^	 Fay X = x,,,t,
2n the case of an end interval XN _1 45--	 P1 is set equal to
sfxC^-s^	 (21)
where
(22)
and
Y"	 (23)
z =	 (24)
.A similar procedure is followed for the other end interval X N+l',!5 X S X,,,,.z
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Householder's method for solving simultaneous equations is used in the
solution of the aerodynamic influence equations.
	 The method is applicable
to both square and rectangular influence matrices.
	
In the case of
rectangular matrices it is not necessary to least square the equations first,
since Householder's procedure least squares and triaagularizes simultaneously.
Also, the influence matrix is tri.angularized by means of orthogonal
transformation matrices, which preserve the conditioning of the matrix.	 The
combination of these two advantages, along with a reduction in the number of
required computer operations, greatly improves the numerical accuracy and
stability of the solution over that of the standard Gaussian reduction method.
A complete, but rather abstract, derivation of the method is given is
reference (21 ).
	 The actual computer subroutine used in the program was
developed by L. V. Andrew at NR. 	 The method in the subroutine has been
altered from the original to allow the operation on a single row of the 3
matrix at a time.
	 This reduces the required core allocation necessary to
triangularize the matrix.
A derivation of the method, developed by the writer, will be given here
in order to described the basic philosophy of the method.
If CA] is the rectangular influence matrix, the upper triangle is given ='
by;
T71_ 7	 (25)
where Cw] is the combined orthogonal transformation matrix used by
Householder to tLiangularize
	 A ^.
The relationship between Householder's triangul.arized matrix ( TZ
and that obtained by Gaussian elimination of the least squared influence
matrix C A• Jr(A 	 is
^G 7	 ^^ ^^a 7 =EA	= E;,-7r72 ,7 r7?--7	 ( 26) 6
where C(5-) is the triangular matrix obtained by Gaussian Elimination of
pYA].	 The matrix5T) is the Gaussian transformation matrix used to
triangularized CA I CA 1.	 And, Cam ) is a diagonal matrix with the same
diagonal as [7Z). 	 It can be seen from equation (22) that a nousquare matrix
must be least first, before applying the Gaussian transformation C-F] .
Where as, the Householder transformation matrix (r') can be applied
,"irectly.	 The least squared matrix (A )'[41 	 is usually more ill-conditioned
,.aan [A 3, and therefore, less accurate results are obtained,
In the Householder method Lw ) is equal to the product of N+l individual
orthogonal transformation matrices, where n equals the number of unkowns.
There are N+l transformations because the augmented influence matrix, made up
of the influence matrix itself plus the boundary condition matrix, added on
as the last column, has N+l columns. 	 Each transformation results in reducing
all elements below the diagonal to zero for one column.	 The columns are =!
reduced from left to right.
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Ji.
The individual transformation matrices (wL are defined by;
where C x ) is a unit diagonal matrix and Ca L is a column matrix defined by
the unit 	 The vector q,., is defined by the mth column
of [A I where the elements on rows less than m are replaced by zeros. The
unit vector .,, is defined by a column matrix 	 :with all zeros except
for the mth. row, which is equal to one. The constants a,,,., and ,u, are
defined as,
It can be shown that {, a,,., is reduced to	 ,FA-Jis premultiplied
byffx3 	 Also, that the first m-1 rows of
7L W-_ R J ... IrW, ^X£A Y	 (30)
remain unchanged by the mth transformation. The result after m
transformations is then zeros below the diagonal for the first m columns
and /fa, 31, 1fa3Z / • • ^ lfa),-; /, 11 ,23 _, /,, ,/fa?..-./	 on the diagonal. The
elements above the diagonal have been. defined by the M preceding
transformations and will remain unchanged for the N+l-m remaining
transformations.
(Ex -7 - z	 1a4-y -.7 /^ .-^1 } 	 (31)
(32)
and
^, - 3zn,,,, (^,.,, - ,,,, a,,.,)	 on	 e	 z ,,, ^^-„ - {^z... r.^1	 (34)
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(28)
remain to be proved. It is helpful in tue derivation of equation (31) if
the vector identity
is observed from the following vector diagram..
Then from equation (35);
Tnerefore;
(38)
where L,.1 41	 and u,,,, e^,r, are dyadics . The unit vectorZ',,,, is in the
direction of e-2111, .
Equation (38) can then be written in matrix notation as follows;
(fir]- z cr],,,,
 c}„^ )(a},r„ - /&L/i-;7,,,,	 (39)
wU cri is equal to equation (31). In matrix or tensor notation it becomes
evident that the dimensions of faJ„ J 
''^^.,
and u-7,^, are not limited to three.
J
and
i'
I
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(40)
(41)
; F «.- x v.. :ors. ^•^^.^:. ..f .. of.,-, ' .. ^ . ,...,.._;:	
.<.0=.;- ^.	 ., ., ,,,- ^^'._..-. ^_	 ..,:f .:. ,..s^.-..-.. !`.
	 _	 .'t ^^	 ,.,},. -.^.
	 ..... -. ,	 ,F^; '.... ^	 ..,	 ^ .r-. _._„	 ^	 a.	 ..	 ..
Then if equation (31) is premultiplied by 1-47,3 
r
(42)
And substituting =;, and ece_, into equation (42).
7- ;r
dx-^ - .1	^, =	 (43)F
or
A, -- /Z a, Cam....	 (44)
In vector notation equation (44) is seen to be equal to;
145)
Also if equation (44) is substituted back -,,.nto equation (31•)
(46)
Therefore;
or in vector notation
zz
APPENDIX B
SKEWED SOURCE INFLUENCE EQUATIONS
FINITE SOURCE LIKE
'l'he potential for a finite source line can be obtained from the
integral of the potential produced by a distribution of three dimensional
sources placed along an axis. An expression for the potential in an incom-
pressible flour field will be derived first, the partial derivatives waken
to obtain the perk;urbation velocity, and then the velocity expressions
transfo=ed by the Gothert similarity rule to obtain suberitical compressible
velocity e-xpressions. The potential for a three dimensional source is given
by:
!z
(x^, Y^, } --	 ^. ^C $ Xs )^ 4 C Y '-- Y}Z - C	 ^s aZ^	 (1)
where ( X;, Yg ,	 and (	 YS , 5 ) are the locations of the point being
influenced and X source, respectively. The prime indicates the local
coordinate frame shown in figure B-1. If a distribution of constant
strength sources is -placed along the X' axis, the potential of these sources
represent that of a finite source line and is given by the following integral
expression.
C1 Xs
L(^- XJ + Y",+  ^8q
where ('CXS) is the source strength per unit length along the X' axis from
X'= -:S to X'= s .
Let e4 = - Xs and	 s t' ^g^ , then for h	 O
	
Q-(X'
	
xs-s Ydu
8 8^	 r 4 rr	
,L GG 
z
Sfs ti h
^. °9e/X
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s
fs
(2)
(3)
l
i4
The perturbatioa velocity ^ parallel to And those --V"' anal W '
 
perpen-
d.icular to the source line are obtained by taking the pax°tial derivative of
	 j
equation (3) Frith respect to X', yg , and	 respectively.
Ji
r;
8
Z	 zr/^c t sJ t zr'
	
?;7f
	 (5)	 a
r	 ._
W 47r
The flow produced by a finite source line is ax.symmetric, therefore,
equations (4), (5), and (6) can be reduced to just two velocity components.
The component ze" parallel to and that 7r•# perpendicular to the source
line are then defined by:
{ ^'C xs }	 8
14o
where	 and f are defined in figure 1.
r ~	 I
i	 i	 I
E	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	
r^ YI
E	 Vi
I	 I	 er r
	
t1
	 —T x
^5	 ^Xr^ Ys 1 ^s J	 +5
Figure I. Finite Source Line
Equation (8) is seen to be the same as that derived from the Biot--Savart
relation in reference 8 for a finite vortex segment. The influence
functions for the velocity `irr1° , due to a finite source line, and that for
the velocity perpendicular to the plane containing rL- and Y , due to a
finite vortex segment, are therefore identical.
CRANMsD SOURCE LITTE
In general the source lines will be cranked to follow the constant
percent chord pines of the wing, as shown in figure 2. Since this is a
planar analysis, ai.1 of the source lines will lie on the chordal plane.
The strength of each source line segment is equal, to the integral o?"' the
distributed source density over the panel it reprzsents. Each source line
segment is divided into two spanwise sections; the inboard or port half
denoted by t and the outboard or starboard ha-if denoted by o . If there
is a crank in the source lane it occurs at the midpoint of the segment. The
panels or source line segments are equally spaced in the spanwise direction.
In the chordwise direction the lines are placed at equal increments of 40
where e = ce5 1( /-- zx/c)
The expressions for the velocity induced by a single cranked source
segment due to the inboard half ( d< , 7r.` ) and the outboard half { u ^ ^" }
are obtained directly from equations (7) and (8) and figure 3 .
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Figure 3 . Cranked Source Line Segment
A = EL(X" Y).44Z
	 It
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(12)
(3-3)
*
=
 t6 r 10	 r
° 
417'	 ^[x$— xs} - y t^^ .^ f£Y - Y. Y 
t^ 
a - 7zY,
Eq=tions. (9) and (10) were obtained by noting that Equations (4)
and (7) reduce to:
Y	 '7
Also;
	
h C-C xv Y 1	 rOrr'	 ^CXa xs^ -C y8- Y^ti^.^^^'tf C a^- ^)2(i^^^.v^^•^
Y - Y +^ xR - xs} r .,s ye5t ,^	 1 7' CIO--) J
rC- X,) xs
	
r.VA-I JO
 l'8 °r ^^	 g .^
- y^`^- LAB-^=
	
.^ ^ Q'Cxs Y o	 ^
¢77"	 UU 1C) —($-K)-NnJ¢^`f	 ~ ^^^17` 'ynJ^,
y	 (xg _ x53 t'.q. S! ^^
Cx^ -XS^m C p_ Y^zf *^- ^X
fir--r—J£^$—J:
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The following values of ht and
	 were substituted into equation (8)
to obtain equations (12) and (13).
Y3  r)r.Q.V94,	 z	 (5)
The velocity components in the prime coordinate frame shown in figurr: i
are obtained from the folloiring relations.
V/--	 Y	 (18 )
Therefore;
ee	 (19)
o	 .
(2d)
r,
(21)
(22)
w=
(24)
i
1	 145
{,^ _ ^C $~x C
Then using the following trans formation equations the velocity component
in the freestream dire ction z4 , that in the spanwise direction ^'
and that perpendicular to the chordal plane ;s/ are obtained for a single
cranked source line seb-aent
tcrz'waPf -	
- 
-.r-'
GL^ f 7l tinJ,
f ^' Z'f^Nz9d
Cla Y"ZRti}	 (26)
tiI ! r` t F!N ^	 l
w = w. t rtr
	 (27)
SOURCE STPONGTH
As mentioned above the source strength in a. planar analysis is only aj-:Lme';'-Iion of the local, syrmtetrical airfoil surface gradient. Th-4 s is due to
the fact that sources cannot produce a velocity component perpendicular to
the chordal plane at locations oti -.r than their own. Also, in order to
satisfy continuity the source strength must be equal to the mass fltuz emitted.
Therefore, the local chordwise source density is;
Cr' (x j Y) = Z wCX, Y$)	 (28)
The discrete source is assumed capable of representing a linearly
varying source distribution in the same way that a discrete vortex represents
a linearly varying vorticity distribution. Therefore, let T, Cx,Y$)
be defined by the first two terms of a Taylor series expansion about the
location of the discrete source.
vC X ,Y,} = 4;tX„ Y5} + Cx--xs) old' CX,, YS)
^x
	
(29)
There the subscript s on a- indicates lines of constant source density
parallel to the discrete source line.
The discrete source strength a tXs, YeJ 	 is obtained by integrating
equation (29) over the panel in the chordwise direction.
Q'C ^Ys) =	 a- ( x , Ys)cAs ¢ dx
^01
a
(31)
where - z'' ^•`^ °s	 is the panel chordi-rise length and os cos ^^-zC-x.)/e].
The ccs p term appears due to the fact that the integration is being taken
in the chords-rise direction rather than perpendicular to the discrete source
line .
(rc X.., Y) -	 C "4, YS) j +- 
!aU;^ ) , x 
.^ a^ d x^ 
Y) ^^A^
(32)
since x5 
z 
and C^ Cxs, Y} Z w C X., Y^
Y. 	 (r. Y	 7 WC 'Y" Ys
i,4 L"1V V xjR	 (33)
If the source strength is divided by the freestream velocity and the
boundary condition for no floza through the airfoil surface l'-p,  o » CXs, y )exis substituted into equation (33) the following e., pression for source
strength per unit freestream velocity is obtained.
(T'	 t	 ZT!"C ^xG x..^_^xa13X'_1z d^	 5
(34)
irhere .V, equals the number of source lines per chord.
r
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CO34PRESSIBLE VELOCITY WITI:O EQUATIONS
The final expressions for the compressible perturbation velocity .ratios
are obtained by trancfonming the coordinates and perturbation velocities by
the Gothert siru.larity rule and by substituting e quation; (9), (10), (12).
(13), and (34) into equations (19) through (27). Also, the contributions
to the velocity ratios at an influence point ( Xe 1 y8 , ^zx ) by all the source
line segments at (xs Ys 1 U-' 	 are algebraically so=,ied for c • =i, 2, •• N.
and z w,,,z- •.^N
J	 8^	 r zC` `C 	 yL
"e` J '-e/ S^J X 1 J P C7`^7 •/
 Y")	 '—i^ ` dJ ;Y J ^ ^Y J r
(35)
N /!
Xl"— X,
z
Cx Y -0	 C /	 •
^^ Y., d Kz y t cL
	 (X" .-
 cL s	 L_/	 c_i
f.  YL !1/	 •"^w EYCX^^	 ^ v "  TCxf.,. ^ t ^ulC xaJ Y^ z a^ , X., 44
(36)
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and
'Cxu, YO
(37)
where: 
"$_± ^11/p-Ys , yid m	 ' ^`g r	 '	 ' =	 '^^ y
yam_ x ly5
	
T, Z.vu	 % = ^.^.,^ ¢ P V 4ri (z	 l =, and
Also; define X `" X$ X5^ , Y ^ Y - Y , and f ` ^$
Then for i8
4 r 9^ Y$ , i^  ,.7:,R'.)	
^x t r. ^z ^. CY,^i Z f iz
<«	 t
r
.._.	
X^ z t Y Z ^ ^ ^
(38)
9j,
(ge — y r,. , )(;F, , Wi7.,•,) —
f7
(39)
(40)
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'54 Xg
	
	 j X,, y w^^ -,J 1
	
)	 —J s^ r
	 ^(^` — Y 
T[c^Z '^' ^x?y^ (,^^ t 1"^ x T`" f Y t /^2 ^' 
z
K	 "-
Z	 z{ X,. — y T a,^c X^ " Y T{ JZ ^ ^ ?^1 rY. = +r Y t^  ^
f.	 ICY e. X:Tt ) m,,.,,	 (42)
Cx.
	 JV x^. z{- Y=Z
,6w-s 2, F G	 «•	 L
f	 IC Y 4 X 	 (43)
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As discussed in reference 2 the foam of the influence e quations (4o)
through (43) are such that ^3 cannot be set equal to zero to obtain the flow
on the surface of the wing without losing a substantial portion of the
solution. This problem is due to the singular Nature of these equations.
Equations (42) and (43) will not be discussed further here since 'C^,^,v)^ e^?C^,^,^^,
The first and third terms of equations (40) and ( 41) cause no special problem
as ;s --.. o . However, the second term in these 	 equation, do contribute
nonzero finite values to ^,^CXg, Y^ , c,) and v-CXI , Y, a )	 at the tips
and at ,pan stations where kinks or cranks occur in the source lines. It is
suggested in reference 2 that the influence equations be integrated in the
freestrca,t direction before letting 28 — a . This integration was discussed
in detail in reference 2 for the semi.-infinite sheared source lines with
Y = Y` ^ n . The swine procedure used there to account for kink, crank, and
tip effects when 15V P trill also be used here.
if equations (38) through (41) are specialized to the case of V = a
nrd the second terms in equations ( CEO) and (41) axe replaced by expressions
derived in references 2 and 6 , the following expressions are obtained
for Ems . C X Y o, !') ^w,C e(, Y o X y J	 Cx Y o y Y^ and
'^	 SiJ rc
	 l	 O J	 '^ r^ 7	 "''i ^l J J,J Jq
^ C X1^ 1 a r ^;•^ Y) .
e"'tcio	 S
(x^ -^ Y T J	 Cx: t T }Z f C r t! )x	 ,,^`^ .^ Y Z
t	 /
P,,.,_ V- T.`
,L MP X6'C-48 C4 -- . /Z21iy % YIJ Z	 ! ?	 T
zTTC^"X_-
 c `J Lo48C fAS Y,Y/
,l1	
(46)
V. 1 $Z Sx I * -^VIL I
(48)
7C 7 -= zlr ^4
4`1 "'P• y,(.o6B c^--..'ZZ/gy3?/) La
Z Tl C4 C^) —
	 T 0. G t3 C^ f" ^^ S^Yf,
(47)
The third terms in equations (46) and (47) are only evaluated when
/F yr! < . s-s- 7 C, ,	 when i ; .i , where
	 j	 is
the number of the panel aft of the leading edge on which the velocity is
being computed, and when Z- is at a span station where a break in a source
line occurs. WDen these conditions are not all met the third terms are set
equal to zero.
The expressions for the velocity componeatF. given in equations (35), (36).,
and (37) can be represented by the product of source influence matrices and;
the sour=ce strengths. T
(49)
L	 v^
	 (50)
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lWhere the elements of Sx 	 sr	 and 5 7	 are computed from
x	 Jn	 l
sY ` ^^r s	 ^^n	 r ^. T • Eu . ]1	
c 5 `2 )L/	 , J/c	 p,
and
5^	 rtE^o — Ea3^ •	 (53)
.s.a
:' 3
r^
.`	 f
»_PPEND TX C
SKEWED VORTEX INFLUENCE E4IUATIONS
The velocity induced by a skewed vortex in the plane of the wing can
be derived from the Biot--Savart law. The expressions for the velocity
relative to the wing coordinate frame will be derived for the incompressible
case first and then modified by means of the Goethert transfo nnation to
account for compressibility. For the general skewed planar vortex shown
in figure C-1 the total velocity 8 induced at point .1 is the vector surd
of the velocity induced by the four vortex segments ^.g^ ,^'r, v,p,,e.^a 9 ,,o .
Kws
jW
Q
Cxa ,yF ^,^J 	4L'V
(FJ^i.JY BFi.+J6 iNFC UF. J1.kf a^
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Figure C-1. Skewed Planar Vortex
The Siot-Savart law is given by the following expression:
(1)
no
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where /h/ is the perpendicular distance from the vortex segment to the point
R, and E is the angle between the vortex segment and the line from the
point Q to the increment of vortex segment being integrated. The integral
is evaluated around the coraulete closed path ca A` V A o-. The direction
of the induced velocity is given by the following unit vector.
^h
N T /XXhI	 (2)
The contribution from segment evA' is derived as follows.
f^,,.^ ¢rr r
	
^f z^^x ^C^S( o) -- casC"3a do .g14P)l CCDO	 (3)y ^yYJ
where
X ; xa ^,,,
	
~ `IY	
(4)
since
cosCiBa ^ ^^ 'rtrl = _ ^oS Coo.s'ea} T	 ^^ ^` 54- ^-.q.,a
where Or is the sweep of the port side of the skewed vortex.
and
then:
x
a	 l w QY WWI
	
L`	 J	 C5)
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The contribution from segment AIV is determined similarly.
,
^j	 ^	 .tea	 ``77 L` fnk^ J - Cos i^^O_ <pv.9J N^^•^^'v)	 / ^i/( y ri7N/j^'r^^` (L'•SUJ^( ,^•f^J/^7	 l"1
where
^.^^^^• f.J^^G''^t y?.ta-+^^^2^• C^^^ y^ . x^ '` x*^`^Jz
e vsti8d ^ Q v^ ^ ^	 7^ f x^`z-,9.^^ .
and
ii(^R'v^ --	 a ^ Z	 T	 ;z ^^ 2W` - Z ^,9,3^. JW —C,r^ y^rs^.3^.^,^,,,,
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therefore;
¢^^r'^ y^ ^.vv^ )^^ ^F^C^z^ • ,^.)^ 
57
CX ^  y, t.^,,,^•^z t Cy '^^ Y^-^ ^- ^ ^^Z
14,- Xt ^
The expression for the contribution from segment VA is analogous to
that of A'V. The angle 41, is the sweep of the starboard portion of
the skewed vortex.
y ^^•^'^ ^fy2.sn fr^ ^ 2 f ^ `f ^ i^^ ^' ^2'^^h ^ ^^x, ^ 
y^^^xtr.7l p^ Jw -- (X'^ ^'^ rnv ^^k
n
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1
3
t 7)
T.
The velocity induced by the semi-infinite trailing vortex A oo is analogous
to that of as A'. Therefore;
,a.o ^ — 
— Z 
- r	 Z	 ^z., 
t i
	fCyr^Ao
	
(9)
If the Goethert transformation is made and the coordinates
nondimensionwzlized is terrLLs of the semi width of the skewed vortex, the
following expressions for the nondimensional induced velocity ratios
are obtained.
V-0 ^ `^^1^r	 'rA	 Tr V-.,
where
E,' := -?	 'V ^ R f	 ^a
` ^ ^^ t-.xs1 ^^N ^1 • 7
^z^	 J
x-59
t
and
t.
P 1 2,4
16o
The nondimensional. coordinates (x', Y ' , Z r ) are defined as follows.
y,,.	 J	 y-„•-	 5	 yr	 (13)
t q.^ y^  = ^ SAN ^• ^ r^•3^ ^.^.^ ^ ^• = ^ r^^ ^o
The equations for the velocity ratios can be simplified for the following
conditions.
l) if R22 or R 3 equal zero, then the terms in which, these
quantities appear can be neglected.
2) if 0,-4• = 0,e_ then the third and fourth terms of E zt, and EV
can be replaced by
and
iN Ew
where 0 = O«. = 0o:	 and R2 = R22	= R32
It should be noted that the condition 0[c = O,c is satisfied at
every span station except where there is a discontinuity in the rate of
change of leading or trailing sweep.
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The equations can be specialized to that used in near planar lifting
surface theory. In that case L' is assumed small enough that only the upklash
is considered in the determination of the wing vorticity. The influence
function Er then becomes:
^"' y '/ /tX t»n^dt^^ Cy' /)z]^t	
_ y r ' LCX ^f )z ^- Cy'+ ^)zJ^Z t- '/Jly
+e, r^^.Y	 ^+7 ,Z
/	 -y 	 y' ^''^•rl^Yni CI^Y^ .^^p^}
The third and fourth terms in E. can be neglected when (x' - y' tan ¢« )
or (x' - y' tan ¢ oi ) equal zero respectively. Also, when ^^' _ Doi the
third and fourth terms can be replaced by:
	
y',^,^'tg,3^t 61tt,91X) 	 y',^rc'tv.•^ - Cismss',s7^^
	
Cx'- y'^.^-^ J ^(x'^r. ^1z fCy^i^2]^z	 Cx t.^.^¢ z^ • , )7J Cy -7"
where 0 __
c C	 0oi
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The components of velocity induced by the skewed vortices can be written as
the product of vortex influence matrices and the vortex strengths.
and
where the elements of 4 1 d4y J and	 11^	 are computed from
A, - '0.7-	
(18}
Appendix D
QUTADRILATERAL VORTEX INFLUENCE L'QUATIONS
The Biot-Savart law can be used to calculate the influence of a finite
vortex segment on a point in three-dimensional space. The incremental
change in induced velocity at a point in space due to an incremental change
in length of a finite vortex is given by the following expression.
dq = K COS 0 d
47rh
where;
K = Vortex strenirth
h = perpendicular distance from the vortex segment
to the point in space.
= Angle betmeen the line .formed by h and a line
from t",p field point to a point on the vortex segment.
q Velocity induced by the finite vortex segment per-
pendicular to the plane formed by h and the vortex
segment.
A vector expression for Cl can be determined from figure (D-l):
P011VT DRIM5
INP4uEA1C e D
Figure D-l. Velocity Induced by Finite Vortex Segment
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The magaitude of the velocity $ induced. at (x$ , y$ , L2$ ) by the
vortex segment s is given, by the folloiri g equation after equation (I)
has been integrated from 9e( to ¢{
1P  = xffTh ^CoSg- Cosa)
There
Cos c !^'/!/
Cos Ce
y
s ^c
The vector h is dete=ii.ned such that it satisfies the conditions of
being,
 perpendicular to 5 and equal to the vector sun h
there "a" defines the length of h
Since;
h = Zz "as	 (3)
then
therefore;
(2)
After substituting ''a' into equstion (3), h is defined. as;
A?.sa, a unit vector S in the direction of 	 is seen to be equal to;
S ` /^^ ,rs f
The magnitude and direction of F are then expressed in tuns of the
coordinates of the control point ( x ^ Yd -F^ and the end points o
the vortex segment ( X^	 Y,-de	 and ( xt , y{ , e^, ) . If	 , ,1
and x are defined as unit vectors in the x , y , and e directions
respectively, then;
5 = 5f - 5^	 tX f -X;) t' t$C Y - Y 1 j` Aze e"",
and
Cy
The value of "a" is then expressed as;
s
^_	 •5	 c4-Xa )^x^ - xr}fGYF -rxr}
-
rlf Z(- ^C^^ -^^^	 (^}
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(.13)
(x^"'XL)z^,^x
and the components of h by,
xrf -y1 +cxf -^^)^c
Cif -Xf
	t CYf -ye),v+Ca;, -4) 17
hY i (YO - y } _ a^ -^y 
-AL. ) + C Yf - YfXY} - Y,.,V4• C ^^- ) C^f-^^1gr
	(IP-)
$1 XXf -YL) a a Yf -YKYf --Y^) +	 -^^)c ^'-ge)
The magnitude of g is found by substituting h r/fi / = ,^h,: f by t h^,
and the following expressions for a a-5 of and c psrf into equation (2).
.co•d- 0C
	 (xf - XC ) (X f- Xe)*P 2 (Yf -^'c1CYC-r^pa *P ? (Z;F-Z— )( Z- ----Z$)
z
The cotq)oneats of the vector 8 are then given by the multiplication of
the =Vonents of equation. (8) by
g - f^fICY -YX^s-^^) -Cif--^^}Cyt-- Y)rr^'
_ 
/f/1-[Xf-,eei6*-^1 - Ca..--CXX"-
8Y	 f,Q xsj
f^'^CXf -xJXYf-Y•1 ^- CYf.-YJ JCK^  "^'c'J I^Z
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inhere
AMV, Q20,-Y X - ^ ^ - C^ - ,xr, -Y• J-7 Fzz
f axr -r^ - rr - r^cx^ - X^.^.,7'^^
(15)
The velocity induced of a control point by a vortex segment is then given
by-equation (14). Since a curved vortex can be represented by a number of
straight segments, this equation can be used to compute the induced floir
produced by a, vortex of arbitrary shape.
The components of velocity induced by a quadrilateral vortex can be
written as ratios computed by the product of influence matrices and the
vortex strengths.
and
where the elemea .:s of A,^ ^ Ay. ^ and Al , are computed from the'
following equations.
f^X	 ¢ ^~/h /in x ^ l
Y
08
S
and
^^ ^ ^ C ^ees^ - c °$pz'^^^^ -
41 b-IS11 ^x s /
TheZ sign indicates that the contributions from all of the sides of the
quadrilateral vortex are summed.
Y/ "Y•) - ( Y" - 4)1"// - /2) (21)
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YX  ) 
= - 4	
(6)
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!Appendix t
SOURCE FRUSTIF.4 INFLUENCE E.^JATIONS
The flow through nacelle is represented by a, distribution of source
frusttuL.s on the surface of the nacelle. The expressions for the velocity
induced by a source frustum are given in reference 22. If the nacelle is
defined by a series of points ( X 1e 1 Ylt = P Yr,7 ), and these points represent
the ends of the frustums, then the midpoints of the frustums are given by;
X 1. +I  '^. ,CIi
	 (1)
Z
Yz^ - Y1`^' + Y<<	 (2)
z
The surface lengths of the frustums are defined by,
r	 'ASE
 --- L CX14, X IL ), + tr1j, — Y1 ) 1117-	 (3)
atid. the Xa component of the vector nona.-2 to the frustum surface is
given by;
Al 	— Yf^ ti Y/t — — siNa,.,.	 (4)
ww —	 a s<	 <
Vie Y,v component of the frustum nornal vector is given by;
xrt+^ - xtL	 (5)
Y„^	 d5
If the points being influenced are denoted by (Xz,l YZi ), then the
velocity ratios induced by a frustum of t^rrit strength at txz^, y. )
in the X,o and y,,,  directions are given by;
and
Vr,^ )
ej	 rV-0	
-z JLFt ds-
b	 ^G^
	
`^
respectively.
Where, fran reference 22.;
Y;-X;)E (X, )
f; -' Cry - Y )^^tx)^ [C yp^ + r,. ) Z ^- {xs^^ — x; )^ r^L	 ($)
and
_	 ^	 Yes Z -- y^ -- Cxa^ - ,r; }''
tFP; {Ye^ rY,•}ti+Cx G--X;^z^ ^xCxu) ^- ^C ^;) CXP, - Y)^^Gr -X ) Z	 (9)
Also where;
X3 '= X 1j tsa C47Sa
"'i 	 (10)
Yy Z. Y1  -;- S; s r .vxN.	 (31)
and sj is the -surface distance measured from Cxr; , Yt;) along the 3-Ch.
frustUa. Y,(Ke i ) and E CK.:; ) are complete elliptic integrals of the
first and second kind, respectively. Where,
_	
4cY.-xrz-
'	
_ 
	
i -	 CYO ` Y,• )z +(xzc - xi)'	 (12)
For the special case -tdiere CXzi^ ye) and { X^;, Y j^ 3 are the srrae
point;
(!	 f.)	 ?Ti G	 !'^„rl ^^'t f Skis! pC i^ C v 6 °^/'rd Z 5	 ^` f- Qiyr
(13}
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e
where
ash
 =	 3z
41an	 2	 08Y7I:
t t = iq ^' • ogrzi
(11)
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and
z rr a OS cCh' -i- Z SIN Z0.'Nc, ^- ^+^
	 S1
i uw C.
C 3 + 3,ew 8 - 3 r..! 
°^,^'l --Z si^ a^,.,i ) z^c
^5^
-where si
 - ZYz •	 O8
for	 a 8 , set S4 = . a 6	 and use;
(VN)7Z- CL
S ^(3 + R O.7
	
.^ '3 ^3..tiZac,J` — SlrJ 'foCN`. zi
at 
	
A.
and
C!
V^
it
	Z xr sAW . f Vow 0 . C o s a	 2 S	 viz. 5z^
'° 	8
c[t	 D5i4 ^ F^dSi
	 4 L is
and
lz^  - = F -S NO
(17)
(18)
The velocity ratios in the XN and YN directions are then given by:
where the elements of 5n and sr	are;
YX,
SK V.
and
$ = V-e.
Vim,
(19)
(2Q)
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APPENDIX F
WING AND °YLON VORTIGIT'Y SERIES
A modified double Fourier series suitable for representing the loading
component of vorticity- over a thin wino is subsonic flow will be derived in
this section. The series will be general eriou,h to represent the loading
over a wing of arbitrary planfor:-i, twist and ca:.iher, and with leading and
trailing edge flaps. The boundary conditions of zero net load at the wing
tips and trailing edge are satisfied by all the terms in the series.
A .Series applicable to wings with continuous spanwise variations of
leadi-,g and trailing edge sweeps and chordvise variations of u.ean camber lane
slopes was first developed b;; BleW;. (j2) . The series was derived by combining
the expression for the spanwise variation of circulation developed by Betz C13)
with the expression for the chozdwise variation of vorticity developed by
Birnbam (14) . The expressions by Betz and Birnbaum were derived by means of
thin wing section and lifting line theory, respectively.
The general expression derived here will be developed in the same way
as that by Bleak. An expression such as Blenk's will be derived first and
then modified to represent plaaforms of arbitrary shape and wings with
leading and trailing edge flaps. Even though the expression will be derived
for a thin, wing in a uniform flow it will be applicable to a wing-pylon-fanpod-
nacelle combluaticu if the induced flow from the fanpod and nacelle is smooth
and continuous and if the coefficients in the series are determined such that
the boundax-j conditions over the wing ;
 pylon, fanpod, and nacelle are
satisfied simultaneously.
In thin airfoil theory, where the c=ber is assumed small enough to
replace the singularities on the mean cw,ber surface by singularities in a
reference plane, the velocity induced by a chordirise distribution of vorticity
Y (x) is given by the follownF, expression.
r.E.	 Y'X) dK
V'- C.Y.  - zrr
 for	 X. — n
Where x is measured frori the leading edge and xo
 is the location of the point
being influenced. To satisfy the boundary condition of zero net flow throagh
the mean camber surface of the airfoil, the sum of the normal components of
velocity due to the freestream and the distribution of vorticity is set equal
to zero. The following constraint equation results.
(1)
4
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;F
a.
where ct is the airfoil angle of attack and	 .s the slope of the mean
camber surface. Substituting (1) into (2) gives;
YCx) dx	 d^ 1
zrr Sp Xo — x	 — V^ °z r dx	 {3}
This equation can be transfomed into polar coordinates using;
x = ^ C^ — aos^}
to obtain
C?o7r S CP5 p --^ SB	 a.z,zP	 (T)
and solved for 9(&) . the flat plate solution is a.lz•eady k.-zo;an fra., the
Joukowski transformation of the flow over a rotating, circul.a_r cylinder such
that the Kutta condition is satisfied. `this solution is given by;
^^ (a) z 3Q, AD C C, 7- e9le	 (5)
where .9, is a constant. It can be sho-rn that 4, not only equals c ,- for a
flat plate but also equals « in the case of an airfoil with canber which
is sy=etrical about x = z
In general the distribution of voa ticity over E% cambered airfoil is a
combination of a term such as in equation (5) and an infinite series which
can account for any arbitrary deviation in vorticity about the cpr4'a tem.
A series which satisfies the Kutta condition and when coWbined with the
CoTd"/Z
	 term is sufficient to represent the vorticity over any cambered
airfoil is the following infinite series.
if equation (6) is substituted into equation (1)
m
I
n' ^In^ C^ ^_ R,s, SinJ ivy	 /-y-	 o'8= V, Co }	 (7)C P ^^ d'Y'y	 V—	 o
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x
and integrated the following expression for '— 69.) is obtained.
VCmo) - Z "; ,' C o$ ^o	 (8)
Since equation (6) and equation. (8) are Fourier conjugates, equation {7} can
be inverted to obtain a general integral expression for Yz (e) in terms of
any arbitrary Y' CB0 )	 which satisfies equation (8).
.T	 C dpo ) S/^.J & d3'zCe) 'F ^(9)Cos p	 C^S^p0
This expression can be used to reduce the requirement of an infinite
series, to represent the vorticity over airfoils with discontinuous free--
stream slopes such as in the case of leading or tr-ailing edge flaps, to
that of a finite series. This is done by representing the net pressures
due to a smooth camber and angle of attack by a combination of 	 and a
finite form of XZce) such that;
}TLa) _ ^'iC°) a;ce} = z ^.o£/aa carte/z/^„^ ^%^^'v°^	 (10)
then adding to this expression additional terms evaluated from equation (9)
for distributions associated with leading and trailing edge flaps. It should
be noted that both Y ta) and yYCv} are needed to represent smooth cambers
which are nonsymrnetric about x, ^jz ^ even if Qt equals zero. this is because
the anti symmetric sine terms in equation (10) contribute to the value of /!b.
For the same reason both X,,te; i and e,e q) along with the additional terms
from equation (9) must in general be used to represent either leading or
trailing edge flap deflections.
The relation between the sine terms, c4 , and .¢o is derived in reference (15)
and repeated below'
This relation demonstrates the dependence between the terns in equation. (10).
This dependence could cause the Influence matrix, even-Gually to be inverted
to solve for the coefficients 4, and ,q,), to be—illconditioned. In the
limit as /V	 it can be shorn that eorg9/z = E-S.'•U m	 for 0 ,<O< r:
which would make the influence matrix singular. Tliis can be avoided if the
influence is considered over the complete range o!s e c rr as done by
Wagner (15 ) .
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Due to the finite nrtuxe of the series in cc uutian (10) and the con-
venience to be derived frcra its use, cquation (10) and its riodificatioa to
account for flaps will be used here. It is thourht that the above mentioned
problems can be minims ed by judicious selection of the points s-Ahere the
boundary conditions are to be satisfied.
The special chordwise terns needed to account for trailing; edge flaps
can be derived by se tti nu
	
Co,) = o for c)--- a4 < m,: and ^caQ) = S,c for
V,A -Z; ma -< s7- in equation (9) end integrating over the chord. Where c9,4 is the
trailing edge flap hinge locution. and ^^ the deflection
Y Cam) 2va	 - duo	 ( )f	 rr	 5 a P's - e ^saab 	 12t
T!	 L	 ^i32 Cd ,+ Bob m^
7l ^^) =^ 1 DG I,SiiJ Z C^ t cD,^)^
^	 rr-	 ^ ^-..v z «- m^	 (l3 ^
A similar eXpressi.on can be obtained for leading edge flaps by setting
for o4 oo { ax and ' = o	 for	 where cs,, isILfne leading edge flap hinge locution and s,, the deflection. After
evaluating equation (g) the follosring expression is obtained.
Y Cam) z 
	 Cm"6^4
The subscript k is used to indicate a leading edge flap or droop, botli
can equally yell be represented by equation (14).
All the expressions derived thus far have been for a two--dinensional
airfoil. A set of representative speawise functions, to represent the span-
wise variation of circulation over a lifting line, trill be derived at this
point. These functions vil? them ire combined vith the chord. ,,rise terjr.s to
represent the variation of the loading component of vorticzty over a ,finite
l,iftinc surface.
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In lift-ing line theory the induced- Nvloci t;- due to the spamriso vari-
ation of circulation is Civen by the fo;lo»i ti c.c::,r ssimi.
Lj
	
4rr	 -j
	 (1^}
r
This expression can be 'r^ s_=,ed into polar coordinates by letting,
y i , zihere -Z
So
7r
 
Cos	 Co$	 (i6)
A series uliich satisfied the bcun -^x^' condf-t' -.on of zero circul :ion
a. .^, the zrinS tips and is SU -r l.i. 4 eri .:1^' ;-enerLil to x-cprerent -ny spanirise
variation of circa -at	 is t??e 'O^ ± O; ^;1(; S n° series.
	
a0	
(l7)
w=^
If eq:uation (16) is multi-plied throe:: by sin and equation (17)
substituted in for i -7CO3^ tine fo?lo; " ^ cos-:eiuent lnte'a1 equation is
obtained.
i
C^) Si^J^ = rr o d0.57
since:
a°
d ^ _7 ^^) _ ^ w 3,,,_, C os w ^`j¢ zvb	 w^^
and that after substituting equation (19) into equation (18) and integrating
it is observed that I^^^^^h^ 6J = C¢}S..J ^ are Fourier conjugates.
(20)
	
o	
w= ^
17)3
d0
(18)
(19)
1+t/Ct) = 'Z771-7
l
It is also observed fron equation (20) that
VV
V.	 w- !	 Si.vi
which demonstrates that equation (17) is sufficient to represent any spa_nvise
variation of tzrist.
Since C40 vaJand -4 )51`0 are Fourier conjuCates, equation (18)
can be invexled and a general integral equation obtained for calculating the
spanvise variation of circulation due to discontinuous rates of change of
induced relocity such as obtained when the spciw-'^se variation of leading or
trailinG edge sweep is discontinuous or pa ti e1 ,pan flaps axe deflected on
the leading or trallina edr e . ;diien these special span rise ex pressions for
circulation are added to equation (17), the infinite series in that equation
can be reduced to a finite nm-be r of terms.
Men equation (18) is inverted the follouirf; inteEral equation is
obtained.
 
Irr
07 z-^' } — ^	 cos ^^ -^ e¢s ^	 (22)0
T his equation is then integrated with respect to pf to obtain a general
relation for calculating the s panwise variation of circulation due to al:=J
arbitrary induced downwa.sh distribution.
The type of dot,rawa.sh distribution due to le .di.ng and trailinE edSe flaps
is known, however, it is not obvious what type of do;mwash is produced by
breaks in the leading or trailing edge. This can be determined by computing
the variation in doinzwash, over the pl nfoni of interest,, produced by a vor-
ticity distribution which -krould produce a constant downtra,sh over a high
aspect ratio elliptic aging. Any variation in doimirush, relative to the
constant distribution on an elliptic wing, can be associated with the dif-
ference in planform shape betimen thi wino being analyzed and the elliptic
wing. in this way the extent and shape of the doh-:urash discontinuities due
to the breaks in the leading and trailing edge can be studied. It is only
necessary to account for the discontinuities in the dounwash distributions
by means of the special spanwise functions because the smooth variations
in the downwash will be accounted for by equation AS
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The snecial spanirise functions necessary to account for these discon-
tinuities are then variations of circulation ;.hich will produce doirnwush
distributions with the same shape as the discontinuous variations found
using the above procedure. It has been determined that if the discontinuous
deviations are represented by polygoi>aal doAari sh distributions, that the vari-
ations of circulation due to these doiniv sh distribution calculated fro.
equation (23), do an acceptable job of accom Ling for breaks in the leading
or trailing edge. Even though the discontinuities are of a logarithmic
type, the polygonal downwash distributions are acceptable due to the presence
of the other terms in equation (17). Also, it is felt that the use of the
more simple polygonal functions is ,justifiable because of the eventual
representation of the vorticity by a finite nx:uber of discrete vortices.
These polygonal dowmrash functions can be built up by superimposing two
basic types of distributions. These basic distributions produce variation of
circulation which zri.11 be called "I4" or I-YL Olthopp functions, named after
PW thopp, who first derived the functions, and "P" functions because of the
polygonal nature of the doi-mirash produced by them. The special functions
necessary to account for flaps, leading edge droops, and ailerons can also
be built up by different combinations of the Y.`ul.thopp functions.
The M•jlthopp functions are associated with an induced do , mim.sh ratio
W t nz ) which is zero for --iz!^ -2 f -;2.-; and to f-ty for T-0 zEr e /	 Substituting
this downuash distribution into equation (23) and integrating by parts the
following integral relation is obtained.
G6 V_	
V V
The integral;
Z^C s° 3-Z ,^) . Goa r2 CS j^ -	 S"i
,Jo ^^s^; - mss¢	 J,	 (25)
whici when evaluated gives
Sa c°^^.^c.^s 	
e ^2-Z CCorgi 0	 r	 (2b)
Therefore;
1$Q
Another type of t.Iulthopp function necessary to build u•
-) sy,--nntric and
antisyrmtric loading functions is one in which the ratio, -` ( ,,z) is equal.
to one for --/e -Z , T•Y and equal to zero for I f<-Z :; /	 For this domairo.sh
distribution the sparnrise variation of circulation is best calculated by
transforming the coordinates such that;
44 ^i -'0°	 (28)
Then equation (23) becomes;
	-^ M;	 o	 z
(29)
/ CGS 7 r'x1r  d 05
/^i..^2C^'^t^JY,-1- -^Q Cd5 ^- ^`o^	 (30)
Since equation (30) is identi.c.-d in forra to eTuati on (24), the following
result can be obtained in the some tray as equation (2-0.
^f7C¢J tJ L ^ ^^CO5^'f t'.OS^^^LDG^^.S/ ZZ ^^^ 4^J^ f ^^^nJ^^	 (3l)
Then after substituting equation (28) into eG^::,tion (31.) the follo.rin^
expression for the port wing panel is obtained.
Z
)
	
^F)	 ffCos^f^ cv5yf^^pG^ G^os^ C'^^`^, / ^- ^ S' 33 y^ 	 (32)
	
L	 C	 ^^s ^ C^ ^^ !/	 .J
A symmetrical and an antisymetrical. Mul..thopp funs tion can be forged
by superimposinG equation (27) and equation (32). The symaetrical function
will be used when the wing contour is symiaetrical about the plane of pitch
and the airplane is rotated in this plane. The antisy--ae tric function is
used when the ailerons are deflected and the airplane. is in a rolling
maneuver. The symmetric l+ful.thopp function is;
"i
181 1
i
x^
182 g
o-
'r' a
e ^^3
y^(COS^'^ de?r^^^L06r^.lCp ^2'^ !r} I e-
(33)
.Lhe antisymmetric i,'ulthopp function is as follows.
^	 ^.	 s,,,az C td's ^1 //`7C^i ^,s^s ^ r' ^^o•S^' X05 ¢)L t7G^ ,^^ z G ^^ ,^ ^^
cps ^ ^ cQs JLaG /^^°^^ C.^`^^sb^
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The "P" function is associated Trith a dm-mwash distribution irhich is zero
for -Iz5 -i :s,
 -Q a* and varies linearly from zero to twdt r for
For this distribution equation (23) becomes;
^O^' dos¢, --er^s^ `^idv^ t^G^, i.•^zC^, ^^1 dlji
(35`Z4.	 o / `-os^ar	 5ii., [ ^^J^	 )n
After integrating by parts;
C red) _
	
	 ^asQ'eo5f/i- ^os^jGDG^ 	 7xZ k, ^.^pR y r! f/- Cosa
	
^i.*^ ^'i
 ,^ ^l !
7r(.'- tas ','J casq,S s^,v Lc7G^	 d
:. _.., .
	
... .^F-._.
	 .
The integral.;
f	 e^sz^ 1^6
g^ f a05-z#,4 caTZ C} -4)d^6,
0
^
^ z}; CaTz C,^ ,^ ^f d,^^
o	 (37)
whexe,
j
coos z ^orz C -f^ dp3 - ^eos z¢, ac7'^C f0)	 = z cd5 z LoC^.^ X^^
zo'fSi vz	 l38/
therefore;
 Pd, 
s,^zc^*-^J
277 0- eos ^ 1
	
cos
	
eA s^^ 
l<l
si. - (y' .10
/	 (39)
't. (2 o(,^e-0!5 90^-	 "04)	 - -,z	 ?- 
e
Then similarly the "p" function associated tdth the port xring panel is
derived by makin; the ssne cocrdinate transfo=I tion as used in the
kiulthopp function.
Let ^" = 180 - ^, then;
P.	 i
C^2^a iLa r	 r7T	 cas ^xt 	 fo
Cx^,.
.1p^ `
183
Since equation ( 1 0) is identical in form to equation (35) its integr21• is of
the sake form as equation (39).
z	 siti^C¢'`- dJf^(^^	 ^	 ^	 tcds^^'.. cosh} `a^^ l^^	 ^	 /
f[2QO5r^ 5/N^ j sfi3^^- z'5^^ Z5^ r	 ^^^
After substituting
	 = 180 - into equation (41) the foU?o.dr4; expression
is obtained
za 3.. ^	 ^rrc^ e^^t^	 z
t (z^ eos^^ Si.^ ^`^ 5'..^gt
	 (42)
As in the case of the BfuIttiopr functions a s , =ietric -,nd an antisyM etric
"P" function can be foxmied from equation (39) and equation (42).
The symmetric "F" function is formed by addinG equations (39) and (112).
^-CCo^ qf'^ ^as^4) Z-a,-^/cos z t^' ^ 4}^
-^-^4 J,^ '0- C,4g 00^-	 d
is.;
Ole antis^=etric "P" ftuiction is then obtained by 3-ibtract_M3 equation (42)
from equation (39).
YCO [(aos'P4 eos s6) La^^	 z
z 6117125 z C '` s'^
— 
(Ca5 ys ^ Case
 L OG
^ Cos ^ C ^'^ c^J
	
#s.^ z 1:^j
	
(44)
The spcn;rise variation, of vorticity necessnsy to represent polygonal
downwash distributions are then built IT 1-11T the suremosition of the/7Co; e")
and 	 0`0) functions. T'Ze proportion of each used depends on the location
of the breal, in the lifting line --Z& and the rages Ri :rid  11, over which the
dmnwa- sh is affected. the range varies *with the de nee of discontimlity in
the sweep angle of each lifting line. In general, the chmanv in sweep angle
is aot the svx:.e on the leading, and trailinv edges, in which case Ri and. Ro
becomes functions of X/e- . However, the special functions are crylculcated for
constant values of Ri c uid Ro with the assur.tption that an.y variation i.ith X/c
can bo compensated for by the other terns in equation (17). i4zis cp^.,ears
to be a safe assuLiption since the ranee has been observed to vary only slightly
about the value .05- : The actz;al plot of the induced do:^r.rash can be obtai red
from the el.enents of the influence matrix.
The special functions which Must be added to equation (17) to account
for discontinuities in the variation of leadinG	 trailing edge sweep are
given by the folly in;; relations.
For 02, W a
_	 _	 )	 (45)
O
For o c f^^
P
. C/- ^^ J ^ ^C ¢J
 ^b ^
R.- Rd
+1 	 . -- L, - 'V - ^] -P(^, CS C-2,"r'));0'- ;L7. 	e	 (46)
For ,-. 4El % / -< (,,-gyp)
cos C ,^ })
' 
nn
7- 2Z,))	 (7)
For	 A.1<- I
(48)
These same relations are used for both symetric and antisy etric loading
Lne only difference being the use of J"7(0, 4 4)s and ^'C^, ^`^ s for the
s.,= etric loading and lVeO, ¢'` ^nd ^C^, ^'^^,^$ for anti.symmetric to di nG.
Also, equation (45) is always zero for the antisybtaetric loading.
The special spa.mri se functio:zs for flaps, leading edge droop and
aileron , are similarly developed. The function added to equation (17), in
addition to the above relations, for flaps and leading edge droop is as
f ollmrs :
-;5 1-r ,-7C 69'^.•)-"-rC^^0"	 (49)
3
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A- and ¢p are the inboard and outboard spanwise locations where the partiel
span flap begins and ends, respectively. For ailerons, the specie span-
wise function is the sme as equation (49) except that the rLntissy^..etric
Milthopp functions are used instead of the symmetric. One special function
should be used for each flap or leading edge droop for which p4,• and 9 1, are
different.
At this point all the necessary expressions needed to represent both
chordwise and spaimrise variations in the loading cwiponent of vorticity have
been derived. The expressions have been derived from lifting line and two
dimensional thin airfoil theory. IIotrever, they can be combined to represent
the vorticity over a lifting surface since their shape is representative of
the type of vorticity e.mected over a lifting surface. The amount of each
function is detea=ined by satisfying the boundary condition of no flow throug4
the mean caraber surfaces of the Sring at a series of points, called control
points. In the case of a lifting surface, hozaever, the velocity induced
by the vorticity is ca zziputed using three diniensiom l influence functions
instead of the two dimes nsional fuunctions used in the derivation of the loading
expressions. These three dL-uansional influence functions are derived in
Appendix C.
The combined general expression for the vorticity over a thin lifting
surface is then, obtained by merging equations (10), (13), and (14) with
equation (17) and the appropriate versions of equations (45), (46), (47),
(48), or (49). After trzuisforning the spansrlse coordinate back to 'z
 
the
follotdag expression is obtained.
NI 3
f GaG JSi.^2 6P ^a^)
(50)
^.F Gdce^`"'^ cm ^6^1
s^,^Cm -^ °^J
1,97
S;here, for a sy.-metric span lo,";
zCw-^^
^z.
^N
>`^+ - mow
	
nri
w=
and where N,,, eciu;;2s the tot.^.l nu;.!bcr of span loads, 77, equals the nimber of
special span functions needed to account for bro_,ks in the leadinC; or trailinG
ed
^^^
be and¢s+ox f lans^  wand lc ,-adir^^!;}^ cdr ee droop ^.:L^? ^t^aere /the ^N (-- 1 °S are t he/1	 ^Y^pspecsie1 spanvi.se ^ actions• 1. e co ffic l eats ^CI^Jf ^N 	 , V4[yf	 and a,--, re
the un noim's to be cai.}t t pd such that the boor-d ry condition:- ere satisfied.
If the lo^adinU on the tiririS is antisJ etric chance the power on 'Z
from zC.,-o to	 and use azitisyimletric?f',.inct.;^= .
Since the pylon does not utilize a spanwise series or have flaps, the
vorticity is defined by a chordwise series only of the following type at
each span station.
C	 (52)
Ta t.ui.s case F. and FN are the unknown coefficients to be determine by the
•;olutioa of the influence equations.
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APPENDIX G
r+TH,", AND FY! [:;, VCWPEX
The exr;ession for the vorticity over a lifting surface is given in
Appendix F by equation (50).  The unknown coefficients of the vorticity series
are determined such that the boundary conditions of no flow through the
surface of the complete configuration are satisfied. This is done by setting
up and solving a set of siaultaneouz, aerodynamic influence equations which
represent these boundary conditions. In order to set up these influence
equations it is necessary to sum up the veloeitj induced at a series of
points by the vorticity. This summing process is in general the integration
of the product of the vorticity and an influence function over the entire
lifting surface for each of the boundary points.
In order to eliminate this analytical inteSr tion the continuous
vorticity distribution is replaced by a Grid of constant streiVti-- vortices
as shorn in fAwre 4. This is in essence a numerical integration scheric
which does an excel l ent ,job of representing the induced velocities with a
minjniura of numerical ca*.putation. The technique of representing the vorticity
over a lifting suMate by constant strength vortices was used by Fal-kner in
reference 16 . ralkner utilized horseshoe vortices and obtained goad results
for win ;s of low or moderate sweep • iio%rever, the number of vortices required
increases for wings of higher sweep and eventually the representation
becomes unacceptable. This is because the bound segment or the horseshoe
vortex is perpendiculai to the freestream rather than along a line of constant
vorticity. Since lines of constant vorticity tend to lie alons. lines of con-
stant percent chord, the so-trilled bound portion of the horseshoe vortex has
been skewed to lie along constant percent chord lines in this analysis. This
procedure should also produce a better representation of broken leading and
trailing edge planforums.
it can be shown that discrete vortices produce the same dow-awash, at
points half way between the vortices, as a continuous distribution of vorticity
represented by stall linearly varying distributions over regions equal in
length to the distance between the discrete vortices. Since any distribution
of vorticity can be represented by a set of linearly varying regions, the
number of which depends on the rate of change of the gradient along the
distribution, it is reasonable to use discrete vortices to compute the
MOW velocity produced by a continuous variation of vorticity.
if the arbitrary vorticity distribution, as shown in figtue G--1 , is
represented by-both linearly varying vorticity distributions and by discrete
vortices the following expressions for downuash at a boundary point midway
between the vortices are obtained.
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Figure G-l. Vorticity Distribution
The downwash induced at x = 0 by two dimensional discrete vortices at
x = - zand x = z equal, in strength to /,-r and i.-' , respectively, is
given by;
W o^—!—
 .a r Z !y fI
	,/^ z7	
(i)
If the continuous vorticivy over the intervals --.?= X 75 a	 and p c X t:- Q
is represented by Taylor series expansions about x	 cza Y =
respectively, then
If these series are triulcated a_fter the first two terns, the Vorticity is
represented by two linear functions which produce the following dounw shatx=0.
r-Pzrm() f fix- ^^ ^' 'C
 z	 dxfJ 	 x
(2)
(3^
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since;
P
,' = ^ y^C- pj .^ tx ^ z ^ y ^. ^^ ,r'dx - ^a-C- z'^ -^ z ''^^ ^°1,,r.^ - r'c- ^j ^?z
and
z = Mz) rf
Therefore, after solving equr_tion (2) faz •
 Ye-7-") alid YZ f) st x = 0 and
substitutin0 into equation (I[);
0 °) x / 3 -, frec-  ej -- Y(O t Y<-6)- Y'-- ^J 'Y'/O) 4 1'^ z ^.r^  ^r
(7)
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(G)
.	 ^,
Then in taking the liL-it, it is observed that;
Therefore; from equations (5) and. (6);
which is the same result octained from the discrete vortices.
Even though this c g=.ent and others to follolr in this section are
based on the two dimensio:k_l specialized Biot-Sav= t relations it can be
shown that there is no loss of gener—ality and that the above conclusion and
the relations between the chordidse variation of discrete vortex strength
and the continuous d.isvribution of vorticity, represented by those vortices,
are valid for finite vortex serx-.-ents and vortex gr:lds such as shown in
figure 4.	 Dore general e	 so ions which give the indu;_sz^d velocity -due
to sleeved vortices of fiti.te lenG th can be derived from doulivash relation:
given in Appendix C. Using t?:ese relations thi. ! owwrash produced b;; the
bound portions of the discrete skei ed vortic•:-t :.: a point mid-s pay betWeen
them, is given by;
tv-Ado 	 grnJ.., !'^ .. C ^^ ,, p ^- 7)^ t Z ^t►,,, C z } EWo z 1 ^}	 (lpA
} 4	 i'e
5-(rg'O T6 -AJ) f 'e
J{[ tf3i) Z t J} h'Yi^N	 t`RrJ Yo
-,^o	
x^Cs ^.qv ^o t x} z t s xJ %^ 	r / ^' l (l^•a
Where s is half the ti dish-nee between the ends of the bound vortices.
The simep angles of the port and starboard portions of the bound vortices
are represented by ¢3r end ^a , respectively.
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i	 For a continuous distribution of vortici.ty the dmmwash at x = 0 is
given by the principle value of the following integral.
{r.P
N(0) ._ 	 } ^CxF„ ,^
	0 1 d9	 (13)
.¢ rT V.a	 P
where the variation in sweep of the vorticity is represented by a Taylor
series expansion about x = 0, rfnich is triuncated after the first two terns.
Therefore;
7L	 7L X 7Z-
and
TCx^ r 7,-CO)	 x o CP1	 7,- 	a	 {l5}
where
After substituti"-; equn .? ons (14) and (15) into equations (11) and (12)
the follming in aeace font_ xis are obtained.
PTx -C 2, F ^-/J 7	 s,Sfz	 r	 TX
-	 -	
,
^PxtsT•)^ t s^	 X [r^^.X.^s^)z^-5z	 /x/	 /X/	 (1°)
P T t Cz p /^ Ia	
s a	 %	 T ^X
E,,,aCx) 
y (pX ,t Sip JZ VL S z	 X Can	 a Zf 5'	
I	 1
where - 5 T
	 1 0 5 /o / 	ef e*o) f ,4nrr.^ ^' ;SEC Cd)L	 F
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If equations (16) and (17) are substituted into equation (13) the
following integrals are obtained.
j	 -	 p t4o'V{o} pTx fC^c''
t1)T
	Prx f-^7o_!^^c
r 4rr^	 z x
	
5
1 7	 Z	 O
X SPX fST. ^• f Ste'	 X	 •— z ss^
^	 r
7,7
 7,y
.P	 c x
	 1Z^ s z	 CPnx tsrJ ^^ 6z
	
-5',!57;' 
 
7	
^ 
^, z
^-	 -
X,/C^x^-s 	 #	 ;^X,/Cpx fsr ^5 	 T — 7' a' dxe	 p^Z x	 x	 x
^'	 z / , z .^	
?•T• X !'• ^ZP l^^T ^a T X f Cz^ t^To
YCo) 1- d's z) X^$^	 t477va e	 C Cpx^s^^J^^s' 	 ^,x,^sr)x t s^a
0t	 71-
6 115-l'
	
4-	 TX COX i s%}x t s" 7	 X,/C^X f sT^Z^ s	 ^'	 X
-t- 7j--' 	o'} dx	 (18)
where p means to take the principle value of the integral.
I
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The integrals in equation (18) are evaluated as follows;
e( 0) ;e
t^i y P -^ (^X ta'T^z ^- s z `" _ ^• ^^C`p.P^ Tt }Z^ s 
z
^^	 >Z z _. s
.^dolt L^.P f5l^.^ ,'- y^C7°•.^fsT^ J2f :^ ^
7-
io
r-	 ^Lo} ^T'.Y dsG
	 Y^°^ T
a b
	 ^ !	 C.
-1 C^xas p}z^-s2
I	
C aPts%^ 7L , C^ f^ ^r}z^ s z
f (o f -S^e,2^ SZ
i
i
'^ ^Lo)(z •^ tr}T• d,,c 	^Co}^z^•^,T•	 C`^,P^'s%:^ ^'vC ^•.f%'^1 ^ s7
S x 	^^^ 3` j^^ ^^.5ii•}z^S^
1
i
i
I
p a'C^J(zPo- t}To d — ^Co}C2^°^^T LoG^ [P°P^so^^s/C`,f,^sT}^s^
max 2 P S CPo.4 ¢5T} Z^ - SZ 
z	 Z .^ -^	 dx
P Ott d} 5 Sc? d K	 --^ r	 ^ ^Co} s',5^ ^^,,o
	 J^ CP^,^s%1z-f- sz
n(.XT^^^ sz	 -
^^-^v J X^[RX ts^' }^^ 5R
E
C,x	 .	 V
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p LP QJ ^,/
2	 7
2^ =	 S ^ f % ^ ,P t S'• C^•1 tsT^ ^ ^ z
fs oxf T^.f fr' .^ f^-sTJz^sz
.Z' - -' ^'Ca^ ,^ L oGt /^ S,,z - T^f ^ ^+ (^^,_ 5T^7,^ ^.^p3
o	 P
Z ^ _ ^Co} T ^ 1 d X t- v'60) 7,-1 ^ cl
_^	 a
and
p
u logarithmically to infinity as E-+ O - This is a consequence of eval-
uating the downwash at a, break in a line of constant vorticity. If the more
complete planar influence equation, equation (11) of Appendix C, is used
in equation (10) an additional term is obtained in the limit as a -+- o -
ibis 100t is difficult to obtain because of 41- and 21 , however, it was
noted in reference 'Lf that if the doinnrash were computed at a point on the
surface of the airfoil instead of in the X = 0 plane, that the downwash at
Y = 0 due to the 'break in the constant vorticity line would be approximately
proportional to the vorticity at that point. It was further noted that the
downw-ash -was  not sensitive to the thichmess ratio of the airfoil section.
A more complete study of the dozrynwash at breaks in the vorticity lines will
be made, using equation (11) of Appendix C, at some thie in the future. The
results noted in reference 17 are not obvious when equation (11) is used
due to the complex, nature of the inteS rats involved. These integrals may
bane to be evaluated numerically as in reference 17.
From a physical point of vier Were is no reason to assume that the lines
of constant vorticity will be discontinuous at any point on the wing except
possibly at the leading edge of span stations where the sweep is discontinuous.
It is therefore a result of not knowing the shape of the constant vorticity
lines a priori, and the necessity of assu^_ing shapes before they can be deter-
ndned, which results in the singular integrals Xis and I 05- Ube actual shape
of the vortex-lines used becomes less important as the size of the vortex
eXid decreases and there is no reason to assure that a set of pressures, for
which lines of constant vorticity rise aligned with the assu_ned vortex lines,
cannot be converged to after a certain number of iterations. For these
reasons the exact behavior of the integrals 45 and 105 in the li^tit, as
(X,Y, W) —r (0,0,0) is only of academic interest at points other than the
leading; edSe .
he complete integral in equation (18) ,-ill be evaluated here except
for 115 and 105, which will be replaced by the values deterr.Li.n_d numerically
in reference 17 . Bowever, the comparison betireen downw<<sh computed at
(0,0,0) by integrating the continuous vorticity times the continuous influence
function and that obtained by numerically summing the downwash induced by
equivalent discrete vortices will be limited to the case where the lines of
constant vorticity are continuous. For this caseand
therefore IN + 405 = 0-
'Tow continuin g ;s3 ,^ the evaluation of the integrals of equation (!"j.
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When the integrals associated with the downwash due to the vorticity on
the inboard side of the continuous vorticity patch are substituted back
into equation (18) the following downwash expressic ,i is obtained.
. -
	 T (sue i^	 z	 z
py^z^^ ! ' -`yloJ-^l-}^^C'`^p-sT}Z^s^
w^	
--^Co},^^4Gp 5$'.'z^ TPA'- ^ Cp^^sTlzt s
sJz p! ^' ems,/--sr•J z s
a	 l
.^.	 — ^ ^y^d} rC3^'t.> .^ 'sC^_ •}^YCp}-^1-^^^^^ -C^1-5^•^^„Cp! s ^^^ ^- sz !
i f	
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^t	 2ZZ	 z
,/- ar T ,S'/(c,) 7
r]
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	 Where li5 has been replaced with i'T T•;5 YCa)	 froan reference 17.
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An expression similar to equation (19) can be given for the dowuwash
due to the starboard. side.
Ca) - ¢nY^Lp'YCx)T`-
	 Gy(at-rC^J^oPfso)x^0	 0
^^ r r^P*jIJ
^^ x T ^- -' P,p ^YCdJ - rC ^^ Cif STnJ z ^ sz0
^CT e so^f0
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Equations (19) and (20) when added re present the total doimwash at	 _<
x = 0 due to a distribution of vorticity, where the sweep of the constcuit
vorticity lines vary with x. The span of the vorticity lines is arbitrary 	 4
in length and can be varied to determine the effect of grid aspect ratio on the	 ' -r
ability of discrete vortices to represent the do-,mwash of continues vorticity 	 z'
distributions. Also, the sweep of the port and starboard porL• ions of the	 1
vorticity patch cbn be varied independently to represent a kink or crank in
the wing planform. Therefore, the ability of discrete vortices to represent
brews in the leading and trailing edges can also be checked with these 	 -
expressions-	 j
!!
	 '7a
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In order to obtain the effects of amid aspect ratio and vortex sweep
on the accuracy of the induced downwash calculation, when the continuous
vorticity is represented by a grid of discrete skewed vortices, equations
(11), (12), (19), and (20) will be specialized to the case .There
T; = To = 0: TZ. = To = T, and the vortex grid aspect ratio xsfj is finite.
The downwash at x = 0 due to two finite skewed vortices at x = -and
at x = z is obtained from equations (10), (11): and (12).
7C ii =I'.	 —7J'
	
(21)
Where S' = sec. ^d, T rpiv ^;ii .F = zs and K1 and K2 are the strengths of
the discrete vortices at x_•-^`/z and x 1^ respectively.
t
,i
	
x
Figure G-2. Skewed Voxticity
If K1 and K2 are the absolute gall. es of Kl and K2, respectively, where
'^ o Yfx) °^ d X = d' C ^ } ,q ^^ .^^ ^x = f YCx) ^^ d ^ ; YL^J,^/ ^P	
(22)
Then;
z	 T	 (23)
^f
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Also, from equations (13), (19), and (20) the downwash at x = 0 due to the
continuous distribution of vortici.ty 9(x) from x = - Q to x = ,Q is
given by;
T^	 Z "-TJ '4-W	 ^)	 (7 f- 7) f- f I	 x	 f
	
(o ) ^. Y'z^ ^ z GdG^	 t- T^ CI	 24
it is interesting to note that the do •.mwash induced at x = 0 due to
two infinite ske•M red vortices, one at x = - '/2 and the other at x
and that induced at x = 0 due to a continuous distribution of infinite
	 +•
skewed vorticity are eTaal. This is observed in the limit as
in equations (23) and (24).
For	 = 0 the down-wash ratio at x = 0 due to equation (23) is,
Yet
1Cfl
	/! L^d5	 (25)
and due to equation (24) 	 -
vv	 ^(-^) ` a'C)	 ,.	 Lam C Zf,4r} 3Czgt	 ^
a^
i
(26)
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(27)
I	 •
which is the same as equation (25). It is also noted that for ¢ 0 both
3	 '
equations (25) and (28) reduce to that obtained for the two dimensional
case in equations (1) and (9).
Another interesting observation which can be made from equations (1,9)
and (20) is that the doimvw Lsh is independent of the vorticity, at the doini-
wash point, when -the lines of constant vorticity are continuous. Four the case
in which the lines of constant vorticity are not continuous, the additional
downwash is seen to be proportional to the vorticity at the douni,ash point.
The ratio of equation (23) to equation (24) is shown in figure G- 3 as
a function of grid aspect ratio for two sAmeps. It is evident from this
t
figure that the simpler infinite aspect ratio expressions can be used to
determine the strengths of the discrete vortices used to represent the
€	
continuous distribution of vorticity. These vortex strengthsVill be
i	 determined such that the same downwash is obtained at points midway between
1 each vortex and the same circulation developed at each span station, when thei	 discrete vortices are used, as would be obtained by a.nrl.ytically integrating
the influence of the continuous vorticity.
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Figure G-3. Comparison of Dowawash due to Discrete Vortices and
Continuous Vorticity as a Function of Grid Aspect Ratio
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If 5 is allowed to approach infinity in equations (Il) and (12),
influence functions for an infinite aspect ratio grid are obtained.
Ewa _. — C ^Yo ^/ X,• ^ 'rt / ^ Cx, j --xt
The downwash at Xj
 due to a vortex Ki
 at Xi is then given by;
!Lo ^^^ i ¢ ^r't„^o cos ^^ i ^ CX,; 
-x '1	 /X,; -^•^J
7— COSA	 ^X^ _ X^  }	 /X ---teo^
The dounwash at Xj due to the distribution of vor-ticity YCX) between
X- a and X. ,,- F  is similarly given by;
_	 !	
X• fE
	
^	 r ^_	 Sfiv `^ iIf'yL
—.Yf
where	 X&? - xc
z
The vortex grid is shown schematically in figure G-..
I
J=z	 J =3	 J ^4	 J^ ^-z a=^-1 T. ^
Figuze G -4. Schematic of Vortex Grid
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(29)
(3Q,
(3-.)
(32)
Equations (31) and (32) are then summed over the chord to obtain the
total downwash at each ,j point. The discrete vortex pattern produces the
following total down sh at any j point,
^Cxa  — ¢rf 3,a, ^ r Cx^ --x;^ cos ^.^	 ^ C.fr,^ -x^^ cos poi
r	 Cj -- XZ Cow
i-j*1
(33)
A similar expression can be obtained for the total dovmwash at anyj point due to the continuous vorticity distribution.
1	 izXi tx:-.1r a'Cx^C^— ^.^	 a^CXJU^s^.J ^tL	 t	 ^dx
4
UP ¢rr^ 	 [x; -x^ cas e	 CXJ xJ eos Oz
	
d&
	 z^X^ ^!':fry
^Crsr x«}
	 y JC^
	 dXXCitJC f {-S^ic1 ^c'
^	 }} Cx^ -X1 eos ^.^,	 Cx-x}eos ^aL	 (34)
If the sweep of the lines of constant vorticity are held constant
over each of the grid panels, then;
x CXC FXC,
	
^•	 rCx^ •FXfrr^
^^-s^^'^	 ^— s^.3^a• 7
	
a^cx1 ^'x	 (35)
CloS ^	 1.05	 S( _X
	
L' ^ j ii	 y C3X4 —Jt^ ^r
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Equation (33) can be put into a similar form as follows.
¢aAS¢•^ f Cis	 1 X - XFE	 DL
JL ------	
^`-'	 (36)
The vorticity Y (x) is defined in equation (50) of Appendix A.
^^ 3
Y68, 
-2.1 w 
4 ^' 3°° c eoT 6% ^-	 N ib N8
e
-1• poGes CS' v-
(37)
S'tn>Z ^^^QneJ
where p = Cos`/C/- --)
Therefore; W is a linear caabination of Nu load shapes.
/0u-.3
	
^'(x^ YC^'^ -^ C.x^ f Y Cx^	 Z JW' Cx	 (38)
Ncr
There mill be one set of Ki t s for each of these load shapes, therefore;
i
f	 N^
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It is these
	 values of X which must be determined such that the
downwash and section c-irculation are the same for 'both the discrete and
continuous loadings. Equations (35) and (36) will supply GN• - •^ ,^' N^
equations. An additional Iv,, equations can be developed from the condition
that the section circulations due to the discrete and continuous loadings
agree .
The total section circulation per freestream velocity for the discrete
vortices is;
-Ve
L	 ( )
The corresponding circulation ratio for the continuous loadings is;
Z bTT p74 z` F 5-r v--1 ,.- Si•^1 & J^
	 (4l)
where B& and =f are the leading and trailing edge flap hinge locations
respectively.
After substituting equation (38) into equation (35) and equation (39)
into equation (36) the following equations are obtained .respectively.
Vin,	 rc 3 F `' . 
• , ^ k.-3Jt J eft ^xt (42)
ixry	 4ETt V., 	 (43)NIA
Eel ^ E,^ ^ Est ^ .. 3 ^';^ ^ F^ i J ^wi
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where
^,	 .fit	 C &1=5 fO,.Z
CIS
ON ^.Y) Q 
yj - x
(Y,- -.xei,) U)
Xj
'ye
xe -
IL	 0,
.1-  i 4 ve'
/_c i5 ,.,*
L-A
-	
a	 _.	 }	 r.'	 v	 _. 3 ti
Since the elements of the matrixz^•l are independent, equation (42)
and equation (43) are equal at the j points provided ^ ^^,,^-^ = ^'CX•^ x^)
for all of the chorxlWise load shapes.
Also, since the functions F. C„ Xj) obtained for each value of i are
independent, then	
x^}= ^'C^'XL	 fox all chordwise: load shapes if;
I
¢ may.. ^--	 k	 ^X^ ^1{i	 °'-^Xt^ J kzi J	
'^k^+`^.,-3Ja, K^.j i
^^ ^^)X AJ^	 NiXNu
4LIT ^. t^ ^°^l ^ '^ J itr sc,	 J is W-3)j J s. ^^^ ^_^ xZ 	 •	 '
The matrix equation (44) represents %Iz a'"'w unkno-wns and 44'
independent equations. An additional Nu egwctIons are obtained from
equations (39), (40), and (4l).
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since;
	
ov	 /Sys r^^ f d3}
e os 3.« --cg/)	 d os ^C9 W, 4.J 7 ego&	 y
	
Our	 A-Sal
a 
cosy -- cas ,55
$^ m SiiJrd^ f 'rS^iaJ i3^ S^^B a'da
C	 ^ ^ ,Jy G^o^B -- c^os^•
v. 00 	
^' ems C.0-^} 6 d^
L*	 ^. ^. L a e^ss -- e,os^.
ri COS[^^^J t9 d[o^
a
00
_ TlICo b '^ Sl.J N^ ^yrrJ[^1—i^ p . — ^r,,l^/e1t/,
.w.
_ ! gam- c&, b	 sf.^l.,^(m^ ,^ m. J	 ^.,^.vc^f -m,) J
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since;
fv^ d < O e- 2 Tr
Nc^
then,
^`	 z^'Ya ^ F
g77--^ >' ^/ ^rr- Cad - m•^].
^-r
where OG C^,c ^J J < 2 77- .riz7 0 taa^ -- p.^ C l7'
Therefore;
^{ y _ ¢^7' cF Cdr ^,^1	 F3TZ a D < 6f
and
-t ¢lT;^bFm^
'E i^ ' ^	 ^,	 FDA' B^ ` c9 S ^'
sinilaxly;
zrrr^sM^ D7--
	
aJ,J-
a =t ^
jl
	
there again c, < Cc x^ O 	 z TT
 ^a.itra c^ Cm^ -my S-- 277"
Therefore;
N•	 ,
r	 ¢TT'}^ L `
^,1 ,	
C	 I'= 07Z OC` Q 6^k
aiad
^	 A;y-w, b F (:5^c
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(48)
(419)
(50)
(5i)
After substituting equations (46), (47), (48), (49), (50), and (51)
into egua4ions (44) and (45) the folloiring set of simultaneous equations is
obtained from vhich the discrete vortex strengths kot , Ar,,-
and k,,- can be deteinined.
xi!/^ > l^i./^^ 3 • . . f ^[ ^J^ 3^.y f xf ll^^ 3 l^M f^wv
1	 '^'7IV.o > f^`^f3.^ ^ ' ' ' ,} `^C^•i.-YJ r fr6v ^ x^z^ Y-^• J '^xs^^ro
^J ^ •-	 J f 
^	
'^Oiil^. J Xi,•f,1/,.p 1 ' ' j 1^ ^ -3J r;•! 1/.. ) e^fe^,^A 3^`^r
 ,/^.s^
	
--"SBF> - C.os aC^
- 
J -	 u-ale'; 
-0O56 •.-	 5-Zm^.^
	
.^-^aSC i-3}t9J a -Crr`Bt)
I	 (52)
I -CoS^j ^-GoS2m J .. 3- GosCN,;3}^^^ -C^_^f} S CTT-^^^^
	
T•Tote, in e quation (52) the
	
column is -Cm-m{} for o--m, et cPf a	 cvt
for d,L S 9. -^ Tr
	
Also, the Iva column is -•cir 	 for 0 zgj- :5 dP.G, and 2.ero for dx<m.:5,7-
ln equatior- (52)
+ 'tai V.ci -
	
¢ rrb ., n
	 3
Equation (52) is solved for the 9//v,, 1-5 	 premu].tiplying both
sides by;
^C C^; ' ^ c }y !
2^6
sThe discrete vortex strengths . are then given by;
mot„- w	 ^	 ^	
`	
1
Ca'^ G J =!% 3 )j/ / - r+^ z L Z-(  CL/^^J a{^	 'F	 1
i
We 3
,^-	 C°
,
^^^w w cam)	 (53)	 2
i
Equation (53) is for symetric span loadings, if the span load is 	 =
entisymetric the exponent	 is replaced by 2w - r and the special
span functions •pN,C.^) are computed such that they are antisyonetric.
Since the pylon does not utilize a spaawise vorticity series and doeo
not have flaps )
 the discrete pylon vortex strengths are given by;
/_CO / L	 ¢^f?^^^(KPi^^^o /p / 	 ^iJe^ 3A!	 7	 (54)Nc•	 J
where F. and IW become the unknown coefficients to be determined From the
solution of the influence equations.
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Appendix H
FUSELAGE AND 7ANPOD VORTEX STRENC?HS
The perturbation velocity due to the fanpod is represented by a vortex
grid on the fuselage surface. This grid is made up of a number of closed
circuits of constant vortex strength which are in turn represented by a
number of constant strength vortex segments. The velocity induced by each
of these constant strength vortices, at a point on or off the fanpod surface,
is given by the algebraic sum of the velocity induced by each of the segments
maki ng up the closed circuit. The velocity induced by each of the segments
is given by expressions derived in Appendix -D. The closed circuit can be
of any shape, and can overlap in any arbitrary manner without changing the
total induced velocity at a point due to the vorticity distribution being
represented. It can be shown that there is a linear relationship between
the influence matrices of twq different grid mappings.
Where is however, numerical advantages to one mapping over another.
it is for this reason that a quadrilateral vortex grid z^ th the smallest
possible grid size is chosen. it can be shown that the influence of a
quadrilateral vortex tends to darap out at a rate proportional to (r)z
where a is the vortex dimension parallel to r and r- s I-PI is the
distance between the point being influenced and the centroid of the vortex.
Therefore; the smaller A is, the smaller the area being influenced by each
vortex and the smaller the -number of vortices which need be considered as
contributing a significant mount of induced flera at each influence point.
This fact can be used to reduce the computing time per case by limiting the
vortices for which a contribution is cozzputed to those for which ( r }zis
larger then same prescribed value. The vox ui.ces for which (?^ } Z is
smaller than that value should contribute such a. small amount that no
discernible change in the influence matrix is made, if their contribution is
neglected. It is-therefore advantageous to use a grid pattern for which
the grid elements are nearly square and as small as possible. This is
obviously not the case for the standard horseshoe vortex which trails to
infinity behind either the wing,, pylon or. fanpod.
Another method for reducing the computer time per case is to constrain
the strengths of the quadrilateral vortices such that the amount of each
constraint function, rather than the strength of each vortex, becomes the
unknowns in the problem. In this way the number of unknowns can be drastically
reduced, thereby reducing computer time. The constraint functions, which in
this case are vorticity distributions, must be representative of the type of
spatial variation expected of the vorticity over the fanpod, and must be a
series for which end con^itioas, such as those at the nose and the base, are
satisfied. The series must also be such that as the number of terms are
increased the boundary condition of no flow through the surfacb of the wing
and the fanpod is better satisfied, in a least square sense.
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These vorticity functions can be continuous provided the surface
gradients are continuous. It trill be assumed at this point Lhat the surface
gradients along meridian lines of the fanpod to be analyzed trill. be  either
continuous or that specia? vorticity functions All be added as part of the
program input to account for any surface discontinuities. Under these
conditions the follo ing modified Fourier series is sufficient to represent
the longitudinal variation of vorticity over arbitrary, but smooth, fanpod
surfaces.
:Cf^^o) = w,a^FCea(^ 	 0^ t ZCBJCi-eaa^ 	 ^^ 4^1s..,^^yd
^r rl^	 Gam. P(Mif^
Nei
^Fc^3 easy f	 .C9) ".e0 1 	 (1)
w=z(K.Ft1)+1
where
This series was used-because of its general nature and its ability to
represent the vorticity
j'	
over both blunt and sharp ended bodies. One set of
" values is determined for each of the ® roll angles. That is, the
aA	vorticity is only constrained in the longitudinal direction since the
nature of the vorticity in the Lateral direction is more uncei -in due to
aft
	
the presence of the wing and pylon.
- The first and. second terms represent the vorticity over a pointed nose
and tail. respectively.	 Wiese terms are identical to that used to represent
the vorticity over a flat plate at angle of attack. 	 The sane and cosine
series is sufficient to represent the variation of vorticity due to continuous
longitudinal variations of cross section al shape.	 The last term in equation (1)
..
is a set of special functions which can be input to the program. to account
for variation in vorticity due to discontinuous variations of cross sectional
shape or any other condition for which the standard terms are incapable of
-^ representing.	 The sine and cosine series should be suffieienc for most
shapes provided enough terms are used. 	 The special functions can, however,
reduce the requirement for a large number of Fourier terms and thereby
reduce computer time.
	
TheGe special terms can be computed from either
slender body theory or Ifroa axisymetri.c body theory such as used in the
u Douglas-Neumann program of reference 22.
Not all the terms need be used for every body shape, however, if more
te'i"!ns are used than necessary the ansver will be unaffected, since a least
squared solution is obtained for the influence equations. 	 Computing time,
. however, can be savLd by judiciously picking only those terms necessary
to satisfy the boundary conditions.
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The type of solution can also be altered by using only certain types
1	 of terns.	 For instance, if it is desired to obtain a solution for which
the flow leaves the body tangent to the surface, at the edge of the base,
such as is usually the case in a viscous flCIT for bodies at small angles of
i	 attack, rather than a solution for which the f loir grill negotiate the sharp
base edge and continue down the base to a. rear stagnation point, then only
those terms for which the vorticity goes to Zero at the base edge should be
used.
	
For6ing the flow to leave the body surface tangentially is similar
to the Kutta condition used to define the amount of circulation around an
airfoil.	 The reasons for such a constraint are purely empirical in nature
and wild. only represent the physical nature of the flow at certain angles
of attack.	 At large angles of attack the floir would be expected to leave the
surface an the leeward side at some unknown fortrard longitudinal station.
The strength of the discrete vortex Q used to represent the vorticity
over an incremental. distance !e 	 along a meridica2 line on the fanpod
surface is equa3 to the integral of the vorticity over the distance
Then !r	 cam, be written in matrix notation from equation. (1);
^t^^^ 
Jcm}
^^	 J F ^^^	 (2)k
-s&ere
-t
f ^ cosOwl
^•	 ..	 ^.^^	 s^.dz^	 fro.1
and J^'s^	 is the number of discrete vortices on the fanpod in the ch rdwi,se
k
direction.
it should be noted that there is one equation; such as equation (2),
for each roll angle.	 The discrete horseshoe type vortex strengths t7
	
cau
be transformed into a set of egiaivalent quadrilateral vortex strengths
by means of the foil owing expression.
IKEc^^
	 ^^
	
(3)
4 . 
iI
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where
	
f o O 0 ^	 c^
	
v d	 0
The relationship betzreen the horseshoe and quadrilateral vortex
systems is best illustrated by the following schematic of the vortex grid
at a given. lateral 0 stavion.
e
i	 3	 r
The quadrilateral vortex strengths are then written as a function of the
unIolown vorticity function coefficients F ((0) by substituting equation (2)
into equation (3).
Since there is one equation, such as equation (4), for each roll angie
the matrix  equation for o c ® -:zc 360 is given by;
m	
LTZL4
 7
R
(4)
where
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APPENDIX i
CROSS FLOW DUE TO Lin
The cross flan due to lift is a combination of that due to the chordwise
component of bound vorticity along constant percent chord lines and that due
to the trailing vorticity. The spanwise component of bound vorticity is
given by equation. (50) of Appendix F.
'06 V. [COr-B1z
	 FIL lac ^-i„/ (9- ^^J
,^ K LaG^ s^.J^C6+^Br}
The trailing vorticity is given by;
Q
^o
vhere	 and a = aos `Cf- }
therefore; the cross flow due to lift is then given by;
a^- CQt c9jz f	 F ^i,^J.rl4	 LBEre si z ^-a- GLw
JLC^^^x} f	 zb ^FCO^®f^¢ k GGGc	 // Sf-3m de - ^ o
(3)
AL -,3
y` ^F ^'i.^,vp ,a FG a6^ JSi.3^(^ t Bea J
f
b i
:fa
Ya
zw3
wiZ
where )z5 is the local sweep of the constant percent chord line.
%be spanwise functions b , F , f ,end	 for the wing are defined
in Appendix F. Their derivatives are given below.
zF.s-3
4- . _Z
wiz
	
a ^	 ^Z	 zcr•-')
	
N	 ^}7
^N W 4
^^ r J ^ ^^z w,^
zw 3
t	
- _ -iz w- z
d-PNrG^ )
^5}
and
.IFS 	 zC ►-'-i)	 Cw-i)arcw^4,1Z	 Ez
W=/
^-Pw6n)
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For O <jjj<'r,-
For ^< <l ^^ (i- )
L 2p7Z^ IL	 ° -'	 4-7
a^c-^, ^^ too a4-(I-T, - ^XY7Z.)
	 a
and for	 < j ^^, j<
^	 nz
i
i
The derivatives of the F-6-4 )	 funetions for breaks in the leading
or trailing edges are obtained fron the folloving relations.
For =0
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L'
a+
z
FF
k=`
it
F:
At
i^k
t
r
Also, the derivative of 'P>,. (- I) for partial span Leading and trailing
edge flaps.
(L2)
where	 , ^• , and % are the span: stations where the break in the
leading or trailing edge occurs, where the partial span flap begins inboard.,
and where the partial span flap ends outboard, respectively. The
derivatives Zn4-%,e)1.j 7 and -XP4 Z-2W.4 ,Z used in equations (8) through (12)
are derived below. The variable -Z I"' is a dummy variable. Since m(O,e),
defined in equation (33) of Appendix A, is given as;
^C'oa9P CoSf }- C ^o' C `f } I i^- Z/'#S..J j
^'oC^''c of//^	 (13)
where c . ^o	 and ^' - eos-^
°S-460` ,-O)17
	 (14)Cp5'z C^- ¢J. 
then;
-)Inc ^?, ^'^^ _ _ i	 COS- c►a^}si.,^^•
a 
''Z.	 - Ti's„vs3 ^^i. z C^` ^^•'^zC^.^^^,
(	 L*oS30) Silt? ,d
	
..tlC riv-
)
I l
(0	 a ca-Fy(.0.4” 0)	
-^
(^5)
22 5
d rZ c',-	 taste ,S..z1 C	 } /_ z^coT^
or
The expression for 	 is given as equation (43) of Appendix A.
2	 .^1 ^C^^ Gs^ l
s arT(/- cos40) cos- easr)1r^^si.^ C`^->f
^bs '^ ens e^^ eos^C^t^-^) 1
z CGo s^ GaFs
,^Stic.JZ^
^^e5
4ekN ,04 -- joqlc+.015 $64, ac: -^^
(Z6)
(^-7 )
(18)
(19)
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(20)
"	 or
a-
'41
ab	 /_7j^2 Y' L
-I- zc e /	
rr	 / l_^z ^
-"^z
1
Due to the singular nature of equation (21) special attention must be
given to the case when
	 Returning to equation (20) and detemIning
in the limit as
o^^r CY` J Y^f ..fir s-,^
	 ^	 s^•^CY" ' ^' ^^
k
(22)
T
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^2^ Co5^' 5..,yr ^COZ-,60 } -•"''L^05^'L ^Si^J^l
(23)
Let E= -.S-
then;
a-^	 7r'CI- eos^ J cas¢ Ga^^^s.,^1z f
-A
	
lc-- OS ^'^G G^^/S.c1 z S/
V- ,c Ct5;^*ovS zz-z 6^^z ens:^' 74 aaT¢W s,.t.7 z-V
{24}
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f^^ ^ ^S ^{"^L 06^^5"^n.J ZSl
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— Evs^'^eoszSL^^ /^.^-i.•:l ZSf^^
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The intefgration with respect to e in equation (3) is completed as follows;
^
^ ro
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d cot °jZ ^.,,^e c+^c9 ^ S aF.  +aosa) ci s
4"L	 + s..t cs }	
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-^- ^	 r	 S^^3Civ.4i,
'	 Z C.^3f.^
d	 ^" 1	 Si^J^ d6?	 r`L ^^ d S^ ^' OG^ / ^ Ccp-^
^^0
	
^	 Siv^^t G^^56' dm
2'.- p < IP/
a ^ GOB sr z C6' ^^s -",leg o'er ^ ^ ^^'os®-- easc^:^ 1 ^ OL^^--
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2"FB^m^
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e,:9 1,11 4 o
47 - ^51
f;S^ to
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L^ EC^ ) d^:-^ ^eos^-gJ_cos8[ase
{c9jl-6,5'1.41!-^°^ - F}-r-	 "'rte-^°^I
^-^S'in1 [^^
and similarly;
s.^ado	 (^osa-eos^,^JLoGe
	
z
p d" 2	 s.+lx C^ - mkJ	 d ^	 l^.vx C^^ mss
71- 	p-	 (32)
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Therefore; equation. (3) becomes
vd 	V-. •-F-o 	 v^ ^.,, ^ ., z, - • : nL -T,
	
03)
where
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7
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N^J zi• ^'^r'3i ^i'k 	^	 wF--Z °t G C. 2 ^^-^^	 2 (^/+• J
,^- da{	
^1--,'elzC^-'0,^J l^ m s.../^yt^
dF	
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x
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jA
FLGt^	 z	 } I ,q.^ E z
(35)
where Z-VIJ 01!r- and eAW 4rz:	 are the values of e-v, ^^ at the leading '
and trailing edge ) respectively.
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The egmotion for e,991 ' 4^4 was obtained from reference 6 . in
reference 6 the effect of leading and trailing edge breaks on the local
isobars is given by the following expression for the local sweep of the
isobars.
7i
(36)
eas rt„^ c°s^^^ C "A6 ^ -7
where
= 11,z-rr 	 y^	
(37)
The subscript b indicates values at a break in either the leading or
trailing edge. Also, o4,- and vio are the sweeps of the constant percent
chord lines on the port and starboard sides of the break, respectively. The
angle -A-,.., is the value of sweep to which the isobar line converges as the
effect of the break station dies in the spamrlse direction. If a span
station is influenced by more than one break station the effect'is obtained
by interpolation.
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APPMIX J
INDUCED DRAG
The vortex drag arises frown the momentum transported away from an
arbitrary lifting system by the trailing vortices and is given (25) by the
integral, equation
CO
z ^
-+^ -ov
This result is usually simplified by allowing the control surface to recede
indefinitely far behind the object. That is, a so called Trefftz plane
analysis is performed.
For this condition	 o and
T 
^^(-^.o 	Z	
_ao
For a plane potential wake, this latter , result can be transformed (25) and
(26) by the use of Green's theorem to
3 b
-
70^T z d^ tY,1 ^^CY,1 l,aG ^^ Y, / dYd	 (3)
^. Z
This result is cast here into the following form by use of a change of
variable 7 = (Y---^)/b for numerical purposes
S'I -, .. z L' ( "t ) j ' 	') 4	 (4)0 0
Solution of integrals of th& type
^^	 r
o v
	
.
(5)
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with a numerically given function f (^) , ^'(Y) continuous on the interval
(o, !) , and 'Co) = I IfI)= o have been studied by Trenton (27) and (28)
using Fournier series analyses in conjunction with the condition that the
integral T be a minimum in order to eliminate numerical induced inaccuracies.
The result for the current problem is
`j`	 (6)4
O	 c=.^ .J
^fC tir	 .i
-,
(8)
Q
4
r	 -'	 (12)
!^`•; - - ^-^'-fir') Gm^• ^^` ^^^ -^^.,^^, ^z,/^^ ^,; Ci-^- JC^--^•J
Z	 ^< '• ^,^ ^' ^'^ '^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ C ^ '^ JCS -''r,• 1
(13)
6
'1
`a
-a
t;
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APPENDIX K
SKIN FRICTION DRAG
Several knell established semiempirical techniques for the evaluation
of laminar and turbulent flat plate skin friction at incompressible and
compressible speeds are used to develop a subroutine to estimate the viscous
drtig of advanced aircraft using a component buildup approach. Specified
or flat plate natural transition point calculation options are provided for
in conjunction with a matching of the momentum thickness to link the two
boundary layer states. For the turbulent condition, the increase in drag
due to distributed surface roughness is treated using uniformly distributed
sand grain results. Component thickness effects are approximated using
experimental data correlations for two-dimensional airfoil sections and
bodies of revolution.
Considerations such as separation, component interference, and discrete
protuberances (e.g. antennas, drains, aft facing steps, etc.) must be
accounted for separately if present or judged to be significant.
In the following, a discussion is presented for a single component
evaluation in order to simplify writing of the equations and eliminate
multiple subscripting. The total result is obtained by a surface area
weighted summation of the various component analyses.
I A M`L IM/TRANS ITI ON
A specified and flat plate natural transition option are provided in
the program. The principal function of the calculation is to provide the
conditions required to initialize the turbulent solution. In particular,
the transition point length and momentum thickness Reynolds numbers are
required.
SPECIFIED
T' • Xr`9A - L
where
(3)
.O	 (4)
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(2)
i
S.^mcr^
-	 r,e
vi
P....	 ,.
0. 
-2 7c X /o ^1T'^i9B•G	 (6)
This solution is based on the laminar Blasius result (29, chapter VII)
in conjunction with Eckert's (30) compressibility transformation. This option
permits an assessment of the reduction in skin friction drag if laminar flow
can be maintained for the specified extent. It does not establish the likeli-
hood that such a condition will be realized in practice or to what extent
with the following exception.
FLAT PLATE NATURAL
BiivsY
4 =(n)	 (9)
z
!^^'	 _ ^^.^ / 6 J f C' ( 10)
72 parsN
tThese techniques have been taken from Schlicting (29, chapters XVI and
MI). The functions of fl and f2 which relate the effect of freestream
turbulence intensity as the difference between the transition and critical
Reynolds number and the effect of roughness on smooth flat plate transition
are figures 16.21 and a flat plate normalized version of 17.28, respectively.
The flat plate natural transition option is an oversimplified description
of what actually takes place as a result of the neglect of pressure gradient
and three dimensional crossflow vorticity effects.
TURBULENT
A smooth and distributed rough surface option have been provided in the
analysis. In either case, the solution is initialized by matching the
momentum thickness at the transition point produced by the laminar transition.
solution. That is, an effective origin (commonly referred to as a virtual
origin) is established for the turbulent analysis.
SM001M
a
^' x Z A ^A
	 (13)
max = eF 7,74x e^^  -j	 FTZa^? ^cp i8 ,CC97Z .^.3a.^i^ ► man	 (^ )
M.
" ^ -Xrn q„^ fix	 (16)	 ^.
{15)
is
where
(20)X7-;yam 	 X77121-7,,J /70
V/ (21)
7a 7L-4 /1	 (22)
7-	
(23)
(24)
z
(25)
74 (26)
r The compressible turbulent flat plate method used here is that proposed
by Van Driest (31) based on the Von Kaman mixing length hypothesis in con-
junction with the Squire-Young formulation for profile drag (29, chapter XXIV)
as applied to a flat plate.
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DISTRIBUTED ROUGH
AXI = 
	
(27)
^zs
F^, = C^ ^9 ^1 ^z LaGp$ ) /^^f^" z 	 (28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
CF - ^iBS ^^. G^ ^oG s z ^C^t r Z-^^s J	 (32)/p
r
(33)
d, = ffor ( C',,-- ^s.•y^^ry J ^^
	
(34 )
The turbulent flat pl.aite method used here is that of Schl icting (29,
chapter XXI) which is based on a transposition of Nikuradse t s densely packed
i
	
	 sand grain roughened pipe data. The effect of compressibility is due to the
reduction in density at the wall as proposed by Goddard (32). The selection
of the equivalent sand grain roughness for a given manufacturing surface
finish is made with aid of Table I which was taken from Clutter(34).
r^
r
24o
Fa
I	
f
4
x
TABLE I
Type of Surface
Aerodynamically smooth
Polished metal or wood
Natural sheet metal
Smooth matte paint, carefully applied
Standard camouflage paint, average application
Camouflage paint, mass-production spray
Dip-galvanized metal surface .
Natural surface of cast iron
Equivalent Sand Roughness
k (inches)
0
0.02 - 0.08 x 10-3
0.16 x 10-3
0.2$ x 10-3
0.40 x lo-3
1.20 x 10"3
6 x lo-3
10 x 10-3
r^.y
THICFt1TESS CORRECTION'S
The foregoing evaluations produce an estimate of the shearing forces on
a flat plate (at zero angle of attack) for a variety of conditions. As an
actual aircraft has a nonvanishing thickness, an estimate of pressure gradient
effects on skin friction and boundary layer displacement pressure drag losses
is required. A common procedure for accomplishing this and the one which
_	 will be used here is based on nonlifting experimental correlations for
symmetric two dimensional airfoils and axisymmetric bodies. The following
relations derived by Hoerner (33, chapter Vi) are used respectively.
	
k= ^^ ^ 1 ^ ^, ^ y` G a ^^ ^4	 (35)
	
e^	 A 57 ^iz 
-7 Z^
i	 F
TOTAZ VISCOUS DRAG
An aircraft total viscous drag coefficient is estimated by a sum of the
preceding analysis over all components (i.e. wing, fuselage, vertical tail,
etc.). That is
T
f	
S
J =r	 1
The component length used in the calculation of the skin friction
coefficient is the mean aerodynamic chord for planar components or segments
thereof and the physical length for bodies and nacelles.
SKIN FRICTION NOMENCLATURE
Cd section drag coefficient
CD
 , drag coefficient
	
E
Cam, flat plate skin friction drag coefficient
C-F flat plate average skin friction coefficient
C* -	 TaQ
Ks equivalent distributed sand grain height•."
Q- effective length - ft
IT L geometric length	 t:=
/Ld _body fineness ratio y-aQ a
M; Mach number'
Pr Prandtl number
np
r recovery factor
dC
R unit Reynolds number, Uc/^ 	 f t
.	 a
R 1 Reynolds number based on	 [
1
E'
f
a gas constant, 1716 ft2 OR /sec
2.
°z
s.T S surface area- ft^ "`-
^	 S
S
T static temperature - 'R
'
Tr/T, recovery temperature ratio, 1+ r 	 M
DO 2
t/c	 airfoil thickness ratio
U	 velocity,KIRT M ft/sec
x	 longitudinal distance from beginning of component,ft
Y	 ratio of tpecific heats
boundary layer momentum thickness, ft
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-	 z
absolute viscosity, Ibf-sec/fr7
z1	 kinematic viscosity, Alp ft2/sec
P	 density, P/PT ,lbf- sec2/ft4
T	 turbulence intensity
SUBSCRIPTS
i	 iteration number
INST	 instability
J	 component number
r	 recovery
TRAM	 transition point
00	 free stream
SUPERSCRIPTS
property based on effective origin
Eckert reference temperature condition
rt
r -I
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